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Cover Memo
September 11, 2017
Subject:

Summary of Changes – Action Plan
Prior Submissions – December 15, 2016 and March 20, 2017, June 14, 2017
New Jersey Highlands Cluster

Focus Areas
•

•

•
•
•

All protection areas (BB, PK, UM, LOP, LMM) – added acres of priority forest and
acres of preserved land within protection strategy areas to the narrative and adjusted
targets based on budget adjustments and other considerations. Clarified the basis by
which land was analyzed (including priority forest and its definition.). Narrative
includes percentages as well as absolute number of acres by focus area (this is not a
change; was already include in the 6.14 draft but requested as part of the monitoring
plan review).
All restoration areas (LOP, LMM, PK) – added strategy table addressing reviewer’s
request for strategy specifics, target audience, location, what we hope to accomplish
and how it contributes to water quality.
Incorporated responses to questions about agricultural restoration in PK, cover crops in
LOP and LMM, mussels in LOP and PK.
Lopatcong Creek - removed Microbial Source Tracking as a Complementary Strategy
Upper Musconetcong – removed restoration-focused complementary strategies
(ANJEC and MWA) due to budget cuts. NJH will continue to provide support to towns
for conformance with the Highlands Act.

Metrics & Monitoring Plan
•
•

•

Added response to review comment about TSS vs TN and TP to the monitoring plan
narrative in Section 5.
Updated Performance and Outcome Metrics table (Appendix B)
1) to add total acres in focus area, acres designated for protection, acres of protected
land in acres designated for protection, and acres designated for restoration and
2) to add acres of priority forest, split landowner metrics for performance between
landowners reached and landowners with adopted strategies; update some protection
targets (all changes in red).
OMC worked with ANS and Stroud to satisfactorily address review comments
regarding the monitoring plan spreadsheet (Appendix D); these changes are not tracked
since they were pre-approved and finalized.

Complementary Strategies
•

Updated the Complementary Strategies narrative (Section 4b in the Action Plan) to
further clarify scope and intention of work for certain of the strategies.
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•
•

•

•

Redesigned the Complementary Strategies Performance Metrics (Appendix C) to
better reflect the narrative plan and provide more details about activities, goals, and
metrics planned per the review committee’s request.
Updated the Government outreach, engagement and education strategy in the
complementary strategies performance metrics chart (Appendix C) to reflect the
following planned work:
o Local Policies - Review and evaluate local ordinances for municipalities located
in focal areas to help the Cluster partners understand with more precision where
ordinances need to be adopted, strengthened, and/or revised.
Changed Agricultural Outreach strategy in both the narrative and the metrics chart to
Agriculture Conservation Initiative and designated it as a Cluster-wide strategy
(rather than focus area specific) since its objective is for Cluster partners to work
throughout the Highlands Cluster to promote conservation measures to be incorporated
into the farm preservation program, especially with regard to impervious cover
limitations on preserved farms.
Note that all complementary strategy metrics are targeted at reducing pollutants or
reducing input of additional pollutants that are designated as stressors in each
subwatershed.

NOTE: Per conversations with WPF grant officer: NJH Cluster partners, including but not limited
to ANJEC, would be interested in engaging in efforts in DRWI Phase 2 to develop modeling and
metrics for community engagement and policy efforts otherwise known as complementary
strategies. Pollutant avoidance models for enhanced local policies and ordinances, for example,
may be feasible with additional WPF support and assistance from universities such as Rutgers and
others within the DRWI area. Specifically, modeling land use using run-off coefficients at
projected buildout both with and without policies that protect riparian buffers in their natural state
could show pollutants that could be avoided as a result of protective conservation policies. Similar
models could be created for improved stormwater management and green infrastructure. As
discussed in Phase 1, throughout the clusters securing assistance from a university or other
institution focusing on developing qualitative social science metrics would be of assistance in
further evaluating Phase 2 success and planning for Phase 3 efforts of various community
engagement initiatives.
Communications Plan
•

A workshop for Cluster partners was held on June 22 with Resource Media (as part of
our Phase 2 pooled funds) to begin to craft effective messaging about goals and projects
that Cluster partners may use in written materials and social media platforms. A followup workshop is being planned. This fall, the Cluster will continue to develop the Phase
2 communications strategy, having received additional guidance in late August. The
Cluster is aware and supportive of the reviewer comment to add a story/summary/case
study about the citizen monitoring initiative to our communications plan.
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Financial Plan and Budget
•

The Cluster went through several iterations of the budget to reach the William Penn
Foundation DRWI Phase 2 allowed target number and to address the issues of clearly
allocating coordination and collaboration dollars. At our last Cluster meeting on August
17, Sarah Clark, ICL, facilitated the finalization of the budget, which included some
voluntary cuts and some pro rata across-the-board cuts, subsequent to which each
Cluster organization submitted any necessary reallocations and adjustments to their
budget numbers and TLC-NJ completed the roll-up of these numbers.
Note: On the budget template for the NJH, budget numbers for all categories and
organizations have changed from the June 14 submission. Due to this revision, no cell
has been changed to “green” per the request of the Coordinating Committee on August
14, 2017.

Changes to Action Plan:
All substantive changes to the Action Plan are included within the document through “track
changes.” This memo summarizes the changes made to the Action Plan.
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Cover Memo
June 14, 2017

Note: Updates provided September 11, 2017 below (in italics and noted)

To: DRWI Review Team
Subject:

Summary of Changes – draft Action Plan
Prior Submissions – December 15, 2016 and March 20, 2017
New Jersey Highlands Cluster

Stressors, Strategies and Alignment
•
•

Reviewed stressors and strategies, prioritizing them as part of the draft Action Plan.
Strategies were refined and streamlined as organizations committed to projects within
the identified geographies in Phase 2.
Goals that aligned with the DRWI Goal were identified for each focus area.

Focus Areas
•
•

•

•
•
•

Reevaluated based on Review Team comments and additional analysis by TLC-NJ GIS
and ANS/Stroud.
Beaver Brook – Middle Pequest: Reduced the size to concentrate on the highest scoring
available APCAW parcels and on the municipalities with established relationships and
preservation track records.
September 11, 2017: This resulted in drawing the lines by municipal boundaries rather
than catchments; this focus area will be modeled.
Lopatcong Creek: Reduced the size to the four Lopatcong Creek catchments. Removed
stormwater as a capital strategy and realigned strategies to focus on protection and
restoration in the headwaters catchment and restoration (agricultural and floodplain)
only in the lower catchments.
Upper Musconetcong: Made small addition to include a monitoring point at the outfall
of Lubbers Run.
Paulins Kill: Revised the Upper Paulins Kill sub-focus area to remove protection as a
strategy and focus solely on restoration. Revised Restoration Alley boundaries to better
capture and monitor where Cluster organizations will be working.
Lower-Middle Musconetcong:
(1) Removed stormwater as a capital strategy and, as a consequence, removed most of
the Hackettstown, Hackery Brook and Kings Highway sub-focus areas.
September 11, 2017: Instead, the focus shifted to complementary strategies in this area,
which is the area of highest impervious cover in the Lower-Middle Musconetcong: to
improve municipal stormwater management practices (stormwater ordinances,
riparian buffer ordinances, green infrastructure ordinances, and impervious cover
ordinances) with the aim of reducing additional TSS/sediment, a primary stressor in
this subwatershed. Restoration capital strategies were retained in a portion of Kings
Highway as part of the larger Musconetcong Valley restoration area, and a small
portion of the Hackettstown area was retained for floodplain restoration to reduce
sedimentation from a stream blockage/altered hydrology.
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September 11, 2017: Eliminated the following wording from the June 14th memo:
Retained a portion of Kings Highway as restoration only and retained a small portion
of the Hackettstown area for dam removal and floodplain restoration to reduce
sedimentation from a. Complementary strategies in this area are to improve municipal
stormwater management practices.
(2) With guidance from OSI and ANS, HLT validated and provided justification for the
Lower Musconetcong sub-focus area as a protection area. Retained West Portal Creek,
Turkey Hill Brook, and Ludlow Station Road as a protection/restoration area, and
Shurts Road tributary is now restoration only.
Complementary Strategies
•

The Cluster coordinated with Carol Collier on the Coordinating Committee for advice
and counsel on the development of the complementary strategies and metrics.

Metrics
•

The Cluster submitted the draft outcome and performance metrics as part of the
Monitoring Plan submission on May 30, 2017. These have since been updated.

Monitoring Plan
•

Comments on the draft Monitoring Plan that were received from the Review Team on
June 10, 2017, require discussion by the Cluster to determine the best way to adapt
components of our monitoring approach. Additional comments from the Review
Committee extend beyond the monitoring plan; the Cluster will address all comments
following the June 14 submission and upon receipt of the comments on the Action Plan
from the Review Committee on July 10, 2017.

Communications Plan
•

The Cluster is developing the specific components of our Phase 2 communications
strategy. A workshop for Cluster partners was held June 22 with Resource Media (as
part of our Phase 2 pooled funds) to craft effective messaging about goals and projects
that Cluster partners may use in written materials and social media platforms. Our
communications plan will likely include: (1) elements of DRWI Cluster and project
promotion to a variety of audiences, and (2) coordination with the Kirkwood Cohansey Cluster communication efforts through SaveH2ONJ in an effort to leverage
resources and promote greater public awareness of actions needed to protect water
resources in both the NJ Highlands and Pinelands.

Note: On the following page is a list of commonly used acronyms that appear through the NJ
Highlands Cluster Action Plan to aid in the review of the document.
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Lopatcong Creek Initiative
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Cluster Organizations
Cluster Organizations
Cluster Organizations
Cluster Organizations
Cluster Organizations
Cluster Organizations
Cluster Organizations
Cluster Organizations
Cluster Organizations
Cluster Organizations
Cluster Organizations
Delaware River Watershed Initiative (DRWI)
Delaware River Watershed Initiative (DRWI)
Delaware River Watershed Initiative (DRWI)
Delaware River Watershed Initiative (DRWI)
Delaware River Watershed Initiative (DRWI)
Delaware River Watershed Initiative (DRWI)
Focus Areas
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FIT
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Partners
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Total Suspended Solids
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Highlands Development Credits
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Partners
Computer Modeling
Computer Modeling
Computer Modeling
Computer Modeling
Strategies
Nutrients
Nutrients
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Funding
Funding
Funding
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Funding

NRCS - Wetlands Reserve Program
Transfer of Development Rights
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Introduction
During Phase 2, the New Jersey Highlands Cluster (NJH) will retain its hybrid characterization.
The planning process included a re-evaluation of the Phase 1 focus areas and the overall Cluster
landscape, with a three-pronged approach: to continue work begun in Phase 1 where opportunities
exist, to trim off areas where opportunities no longer exist due to progress made or efforts maxed
out, and to re-analyze the Cluster utilizing SRAT, Model My Watershed, Cluster-generated GIS
analysis (using pooled funds), a Floodplain Investment Tool (development funded in Phase 1 and
continued using pooled funds), and other available science.
The list of active Cluster partners remains at 11, the same as for Phase 1: Association of New
Jersey Environmental Commissions (ANJEC), Hunterdon Land Trust (HLT), Musconetcong
River Watershed Association (MWA), New Jersey Audubon (NJA), New Jersey Conservation
Foundation (NJCF), New Jersey Highlands Coalition (NJHC), North Jersey Resource
Conservation and Development (NJRC&D), The Land Conservancy of New Jersey (TLC-NJ), The
Nature Conservancy (TNC), Trout Unlimited (TU), and Sussex County Municipal Utilities
Authority-Wallkill River Watershed Management Group (WRWMG). See the Cluster Team
section of the Action Plan for a description of organizational strengths, roles and responsibilities
of the Cluster partners.
Focus Areas:
The focus areas for Phase 2 are:
•
•

•

•

•

Beaver Brook-Middle Pequest – A new focus area in Phase 2, identified by both its
high APCAW scores and active engagement by several Cluster organizations.
Upper Musconetcong – A Phase 1 focus area, reduced in size and focused
predominantly on protection. ANJEC has withdrawn its proposed complementary
strategy work for the Upper Musconetcong due to budgetary cuts. NJH will continue to
provide support to towns for conformance with the Highlands Act.
Lopatcong Creek – A Phase 1 focus area reduced in size and with redefined strategies.
This focal area is fertile ground for complementary strategies and includes: citizen
engagement, citizen monitoring, water user education, and government outreach. The
goal of these strategies is to reduce pollutant loading and potential for new pollutant
loadings of nutrients and bacteria, the primary stressors in this focal area (see
complementary strategies performance metrics chart in Appendix C).
Paulins Kill – A Phase 1 focus area expanded and re-strategized for Phase 2, broken
into four distinct sub-focus area by strategy: Protection, Restoration (2 areas) and
Stormwater. Complementary strategies concentrate on (a) building watershed capacity,
and (b) government outreach and technical assistance to promote improved municipal
official understanding, engagement and action to improve stormwater management
through both improved policies and use of green infrastructure, protection of riparian
areas, steep slopes, limestone areas. All of these strategies are aimed at reducing
pollutant loads and potential pollutant loads for TSS and nutrients, primary stressors
for this focal area.
Lower-Middle Musconetcong – Expansion of part of a Phase 1 focus area - comprises
portions of the lower and middle sections of the Musconetcong River and focuses
ix

primarily on restoration (including floodplain restoration in the Hackettstown area),
with two sub-focus areas identified for protection, and three identified as
protection/restoration. This focal area is fertile ground for complementary strategies
including government outreach and utilizing microbial source tracking to target
restoration activities, including restoration activities included in NJDEP’s bacteria
TMDL for this watershed. The goal of these strategies is to reduce pollutant loading
and potential for new pollutant loadings of sediment and bacteria, the primary stressors
in this focal area, primarily through agricultural BMPs (e.g. cover crops, manure
management) and improved stormwater management (see complementary strategies
performance metrics chart in Appendix C).
The following major strategies have been incorporated into the Action Plan:
Capital Strategies:
• Land Protection
• Agricultural Restoration (including wetlands enhancement)
• Floodplain Restoration (including reforestation)
• Forest Management/Stewardship
• Stormwater Restoration
Complementary Strategies:
• Community Engagement
• Citizen Monitoring Engagement
• Water User Education
• Government Outreach, Engagement, Education
• Agriculture Conservation Initiative
• Reduced Non-Point Source Pollution via Microbial Source Tracking
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1. Stressors
Terminology
A stressed watershed is one affected by the direct threats and ecosystem stressors outlined in
the DRWI conceptual threats model. These include pollutant loadings, impacts to the natural flow
regime, habitat loss, degradation and fragmentation. These direct threats and ecosystem stressors
provide real-time threats to the watersheds, impairing their waters, and will be referred to in the
following discussion as stresses.
Stressors/Contributing Factors are the factors that contribute (Contributing Factors/Threats
model) to existing and future threats or stresses; examples are poor farm management, impervious
surfaces, converting land from forest to agriculture or development, lack of stewardship and lack
of stakeholder awareness.
Specific causes are conditions in our Cluster that allow the stressors, and thus the stresses, to
continue. These conditions may be on-the-ground conditions such as livestock allowed into a river
or stream; economic conditions, such as economic pressure for a landowner to convert land to
development; or policy issues, such as lack of regulatory enforcement or lack of a watershed ethic.
Stresses/Direct Threats
In Phase 1, the stresses, or in-stream and habitat conditions impairing water quality, were
identified by focus area. In Phase 2, we first took a broader, Cluster-wide look, using tools such as
NJDEP impairment reports and SRAT’s pollutant modeling and OSI-based APCAW scores to reevaluate whether our Phase 1 target focus areas continued to be on track for Phase 2 and to ensure
those areas targeted for protection showed high APCAW scores and low pollutant loads. As you
will see in our Performance and Outcome Metrics table (Appendix B) and Monitoring Plan
(Appendix D), our outcome metrics include conditions that influence water quality beyond the
SRAT-identified pollutants, conditions such as temperature and E. coli, identified in Phase 1 and
continuing as stressors in Phase 2. We determined that those areas targeted for restoration in Phase
1 continue to have stresses to be addressed in Phase 2. A preliminary review revealed other areas
for potential focus but the combination of prior work, partner engagement, groundwork laid, and
the opportunity to aggregate weighted our decision. We did eliminate some restoration acreages
and expand into adjacent geographic areas in Phase 1 watersheds where SRAT analysis and
opportunity indicated the potential for measurable change. Overall, from a restoration perspective,
we did not add or exchange existing Phase 1 watersheds for new watersheds in Phase 2 although
we did include a new watershed for protection, based on high APCAW scores and existing
opportunities.
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Stressors and Causes
In Phase 2, we also broadened our look at contributing factors, or stressors. In Phase 1, we
identified forest fragmentation, agricultural run-off, stormwater, failing septic systems, invasive
plant species (especially in floodplains), and dams. These are contained in the four categories in
our Phase 2 Stressors, Strategies and Outcomes models: Land Protection, Stormwater Restoration,
Best Management Practices (BMPs) for Working Landscapes, and Policy and Collaboration.
(Appendix A: Stressors,-Strategies and Outcomes Models for the NJ Highlands Cluster)
Guided by the DRWI threats and strategy models provided as part of the Phase 2 planning tools,
we identified the stressors (contributing factors) from the threats model and aligned them with
major strategies to determine what is applicable to and feasible for the NJ Highlands Cluster’s
watershed characteristics. Once we delineated our focus areas, we further refined the Cluster model
to capture our vision and intentions for Phase 2. We have prioritized our Phase 2 strategies by
focus area, first breaking each focus area into discrete geographies by major strategy -Protection, Restoration, Stormwater or a combination of Protection/Restoration -- then identifying
the specific strategies from the Stressors, Strategies, Outcomes models that will be applied. In our
Cluster, a restoration strategy area often encompasses agricultural, floodplain and forest
management and stewardship strategies. In the NJ Highlands, we call this combination of strategies
BMPs for Working Landscapes. We have prioritized strategies by identifying defined geographies.
In addition, we identified primary stressors to be addressed by the capital strategies within these
geographies. As a result, we have revised the Stressors, Strategies and Outcomes models to reflect
those strategies we plan to implement in Phase 2. The primary stressors, causes, direct threats and
strategies are identified for each focus area strategy area in the following section of the Action
Plan on Focus Areas. One major stress to the Cluster watersheds, especially in restoration strategy
areas, is Total Suspended Solids (TSS), contributed to by multiple causes from agricultural
practices to lack of buffers, scouring, damming, impervious surfaces and stormwater runoff. The
rationale for including this as a target is included in the Monitoring Plan narrative in Section 5.
The table below is a compilation of all the stressors, causes and strategies identified in the Cluster’s
Phase 2 focus areas.
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Stressors and Causes by Category
Category

Stressors

Causes

Land Protection

• Land Conversion

• Inappropriate land use decisions as a result of
inadequate zoning at the municipal level and planning
at municipal, county and state levels
• Development trends/pressure, e.g., expansion into
western NJ along major corridors or economic pressure
to convert farmland and other large private tracts

• Lack of understanding of watershed systems
• Incompatible/unsustainable land management
• Lack of helpful ordinances, zoning and growth
management
• Lack of green stormwater and septic management
BMPs for Working • Crop practices
Landscapes
• Nutrient management
• Farm/Livestock management
(includes:
• Water Runoff Management (agriculture)
agriculture
• Farmed Riparian Areas
restoration;
• Lack of forest management and stewardship
floodplain
• Land conversion
restoration; forest
• Dams
management and
stewardship)
Policy &
Collaboration

Stormwater
Restoration
(includes dams)

• Water runoff management (development)
• Impervious surfaces
• Improperly functioning septic systems
(complementary strategies in Phase 2)
• Dams (non-DRWI)
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• Lack of a watershed ethic at the state, county,
municipal and local landowner levels

• Lack or improper implementation of farm management
plans (both conservation and business plans)
• Economic pressures/low value production
• Active and past agricultural uses in the ARA
• Farmland tax assessment
• Poor agricultural management, including, pasture,
manure and nutrient management
• Lack of education/ understanding re forest
management/stewardship
• More intense & frequent several storm events
• Development
• Development and obsolete infrastructure
• Noncompliant or impaired septic systems/high cost of
maintenance
• Lack of enforcement of regulations

3

2. Alignment with DRWI Goal, Outcomes and Strategies
In Phase 1, the NJ Highlands Cluster identified seven strategies. We reviewed those strategies
against the Phase 2 strategies model provided by the DRWI and found that, for the most part, they
fit into the major strategy categories for Phase 2 strategies. (Phase 1 and Phase 2 Strategy
Alignments table below)
Phase 1 and Phase 2 Strategy Alignments
Phase 1

Phase 2

Improving the science

Planning Stage - Pooled funds and DRWIsupplied tools – Cluster-wide

Land acquisition

Land Protection Strategies

Floodplain and forest restoration and
management

• Floodplain restoration
• Forest management and stewardship

Agricultural BMPs

Agricultural Restoration Strategies

Dam removal

Dams with outcome of removal 1

Stormwater and septic management

Stormwater Restoration Strategies

Creation of a River Friendly Communities Agricultural Restoration Strategies 2
Campaign

Improving the Science – Microbial Source Tracking will continue in Phase 2, as a complementary
strategy (Reducing Nonpoint Source Pollution via Microbial Source Tracking), and the River
Friendly Farm Certification program continues as a strategy in certain sub-focus areas with an
emphasis on agricultural restoration.
For capital strategies, the Cluster has worked within the major strategies outlined in the DRWI
metrics table: Land Protection, Agricultural Restoration (including wetland enhancement),
Stormwater Restoration, Floodplain Restoration (including forest restoration) and Forest
Management and Stewardship. Within those major strategies, we have identified specific
strategies that will be applied to achieve measurable impact. These include both strategies from
1

Dam removal is not identified as a strategy through the DRWI, but using this strategy, the NJ Highlands Cluster
addresses issues of altered hydrology, stream flow, and water quality/habitat.
2
This includes crop practices, manure management, conservation plans, conservation practices and River Friendly
Farm certification.
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the DRWI model and strategies identified by our Cluster. The Cluster-specific strategies help to
meet the DRWI performance metrics and thus, over the long-term, to achieve the DRWI water
quality/quantity outcomes and the ultimate DRWI goal of “watersheds that provide high quality
and sufficient water quantity for healthy ecosystems and human communities.” The model helps
to show how the Cluster-added strategies group with the DRWI strategies to lead to the DRWI
outcomes. We have further identified which specific strategies will be applied in each focus area.
(See individual focus area narratives in the following Section of the Action Plan). Dam removal is
a strategy that our Cluster continues to identify as having a meaningful impact on performance
metrics for focus areas such as the Lower-Middle Musconetcong. While we have identified one
dam removal in this Phase, it is part of a floodplain restoration effort, that by removing a remnant
dam causing a blockage and streambank erosion, will reduce TSS in the local catchment by 20%
and reconnect about two acres of wetlands. Both Matt Ehrhart at Stroud and Rachel Dawson at
NFWF have reviewed this project to confirm its alignment with Phase 2 goals.
To show these alignments we produced four models grouped by categories shown in Stressors
and Causes by Category table. The models follow a progression from causes to stressors to
strategies to outcomes. Cluster-developed strategies and modifications to DRWI strategies are
italicized in the models for easy identification. (See Appendix A. Stressors,-Strategies and
Outcomes Models for the NJ Highlands Cluster for Land Protection, Policy and Collaboration,
Stormwater Restoration, and BMPs for Working Landscapes.)
To further the process of focus area refinement and development, from the perspectives of need,
strategy, feasibility and measurability, and to further the process of setting priorities, our Cluster
established watershed-based teams to review the science and the feasibility. These collaborations
have been a strong component in the development of the Phase 2 plan and focus areas.
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3. Focus Areas
Maps:
The overall Cluster map and individual focus area maps are included in the Maps section of the
Action Plan.
Notes:
For fuller descriptions of the complementary strategies aligned with each focus area, see the
Complementary Strategies narrative in the following section of the Action Plan and the
corresponding sheet for each focus area in the Complementary Strategy Metrics chart in
Appendix C. As noted in the following section, throughout the Cluster ANJEC and NJHC will
work with the towns and counties on a region-wide conference about the DRWI work to protect
and restore water quality, participate as stakeholders at the Highlands Council and on NJDEP rule
proposals, and work on state and federal policies as they relate to water quality. NJCF will be
working with counties, municipalities and the SADC to include conservation restrictions in the
deed of easement for farmland projects, consistent with the DRWI metrics for land protection.
NJHC will inform DRWI Highlands Cluster partners about proposed regulatory actions that may
impede or accelerate our ability to achieve our shared goals. Cluster partners will be provided an
opportunity to sign-on to specific comments and testimony as the undersigned organizations
working to restore water quality in the (named) watersheds of the Delaware River Basin.
See the Performance and Outcomes Metrics document in the Action Plan for detailed project
information for capital strategies in each focus area.
For protection areas, land was analyzed for
•
•
•
•
•

Unpreserved land that is forested ARA, forested headwaters and wetlands, all of which
make up priority forest
Available land, which comprises unpreserved land that is tax assessment class 1 vacant
or class 3B farm assessed in the 2017 tax assessor database.
Parcels of available land with above average (20 or higher) or high (24 or higher)
APCAW scores
Parcels of available land greater than 5 acres in size with above average to high
APCAW scores and 90% or more natural cover, as defined by OSI grant criteria
an 8 to 1 preservation ratio, applied to all available land, against which to evaluate
protection targets.

For restoration areas, lands suitable for general restoration strategies were determined by NJDEP
Land Use/Land Cover (LU/LC) Anderson classification system categories listed in the table below.
For agricultural restoration strategies focused on cropland, the Cluster used the NJDEP LU/LC
Anderson classification system category 2100 for cropland and pastureland. While this gives a
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general sense of available lands, ground-truthing will almost surely reveal a smaller universe of
lands to which restoration strategies can be applied.
Lands Suitable for Restoration – NJDEP Land Use/Land Cover Categories –
Anderson Classification
Code Definition
Classification
1200 Commercial/Services (Apply 150-Foot Buffer to Streams)
Urban
1461 Wetland Rights-Of-Way
Wetlands
1750 Managed Wetland in Maintained Lawn Greenspace
Wetlands
1800 Recreational Land (Apply 150-Foot Buffer to Streams)
Urban
1804 Athletic Fields (Schools) (Apply 150-Foot Buffer to Streams)
Urban
1850 Managed Wetland in Built-Up Maintained Rec Area
Wetlands
2100 Cropland and Pastureland
Agriculture
2140 Agricultural Wetlands (Modified)
Wetlands
2150 Former Agricultural Wetland (Becoming Shrubby, Not Built-Up) Wetlands
2200 Orchards/Vineyards/Nurseries/Horticultural Areas
Agriculture
2300 Confined Feeding Operations
Agriculture
2400 Other Agriculture
Agriculture
Deciduous Forest (10-50% Crown Closure) (Apply 150-Foot
4110 Buffer to Streams)
Forest
4410 Old Field (< 25% Brush Covered)
Forest
4411 Phragmites Dominate Old Field
Forest
4420 Deciduous Brush/Shrubland
Forest
4440 Mixed Deciduous/Coniferous Brush/Shrubland
Forest
6240 Herbaceous Wetlands (Apply 150-Foot Buffer to Streams)
Wetlands
6241 Phragmites Dominate Interior Wetlands
Wetlands
7300 Extractive Mining
Barren Land
7400 Altered Lands
Barren Land
7430 Disturbed Wetlands (Modified)
Wetlands
7500 Transitional Areas
Barren Land

Phase 2 Focus Areas (Summary):
The Cluster has identified five focus areas in Phase 2. Three of the four focus areas from Phase 1
have been modified (reduced or expanded) and a new focus area has been added. The combined
size of focus areas increased from Phase 1 to Phase 2 by 8.3%, from 132,291 acres to 147,607
acres. In Phase 2 the NJ Highlands Cluster has identified strategy areas within the focus areas for
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protection, restoration, and stormwater initiatives and plans to employ both capital project and
complementary strategies to achieve its goals.
Beaver Brook-Middle Pequest
The following have been identified for this focus area, which is new for Phase 2:

Goal
No net
Land
Protection loss of
water
quality

Stressors /
Contributing
Factors (CF) Causes
Land
Development
conversion
trends caused
by
inappropriate
land use
decisions

Stresses / Direct Capital
Strategies
Threats (DT)
Purchase land
• Impacts to
natural flow
in fee and
regime
easements
• Habitat loss,
degradation and
fragmentation

Statistical Overview: The focus area is 100% protection strategy and totals 11,116 acres,
representing 7.5% of Phase 2 focus areas and 3% of the Cluster’s total area. 27% (3,007 acres) is
preserved and 8,108 acres is unpreserved. Of the 8,108 acres of unpreserved land, 5,613 has been
identified as available. 100% of the available 5,613 acres score 20 or above for APCAW and 7%
score 24 or above. Parcels greater than 5 acres with APCAW scores of 20 or above and containing
90% or more natural cover (OSI grant criteria) equal 29% of the available land and total 1,616
acres. The three-year preservation target is 500 acres, or 9% of the available land. This target
includes 122 acres of priority forest. Population density is currently low, and parcel sizes have the
potential to be 25 acres or greater. This focus area contains 1st and 2nd order streams that are free
from significant upstream pollutant sources and free from meaningful impairment.
Feasibility Factors: This is an area where three Cluster partners (NJCF, TLC-NJ and TNC) are
already working and have established positive relationships with municipalities and the county.
The largest portion of this focus area lies in Frelinghuysen Township, Warren County. Both the
township and the county have open space trust funds and are supportive of land preservation.
While development threats are moderate, generally due to inappropriate land use decisions, the
trend in New Jersey has been for development to expand into western areas of the state. It is
important to ensure the existing high water quality is protected going forward. The current
availability of the Highlands appraisal for landowner equity (in the Highlands, a pre-2004 value
can be used “as a basis for negotiations”) is a strong incentive that should be acted upon now, since
the Highlands Act continues to be at risk. Purchase of development rights easements range from
$5,500 to $7,500 per acre, while fee acquisitions range from $5,000 to $8,500 per acre and upwards
of $20,000. Funding sources that can be leveraged include NJDEP Green Acres, Warren County
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and municipal open space trust funds, the Highlands Council’s Open Space Funding (with a
government partner) and purchase of Highlands Development Credits (HDCs) as well as nonprofit, federal and private foundation funding, and the SADC.
In sum, opportunities within this focus area outweigh any potential barriers; there is high political
and civic support for watershed protection and restoration with the Beaver Brook–Middle Pequest.
The risk of not working here is that a change in the political and regulatory climate could lead to
increased opportunities and pressure for development and, thus, high potential for degradation of
these waterways.
Complementary strategies include government outreach to improve municipal land use planning
through improved ordinances in one municipality (TLC-NJ) and Highlands Planning Conformance
(NJHC).
Upper Musconetcong
The following have been identified for this focus area, which is a portion of the Phase 1 Upper
Musconetcong focus area:

Goal
No net loss of
Land
Protection water quality;
alternative
land use
avoided

Stressors/CF Causes
Stresses/DT
Land
Development • Impacts to natural flow
conversion
trends
regime
• Habitat loss,
degradation and
fragmentation

Capital
Strategies
Purchase
land in fee
and
easements

Complementary strategies: NJHC will provide support to towns for conformance with the
Highlands Act. Officials from the region will be encouraged to attend the Highlands DRWI
conference where they will learn about best practices and policies, land preservation and
restoration initiatives throughout the Cluster.
Statistical Overview: The Phase 2 Upper Musconetcong focus area totals 22,680 acres,
representing 15% of Phase 2 focus areas and 5% of the Cluster’s total area. It has been decreased
by 57% from Phase 1 and its sole capital strategy for Phase 2 is land protection. 14% (4,545 acres)
is preserved. Of the available 9,099 acres 94% score 20 or above for APCAW and 18% score 24
or above. Parcels greater than 5 acres with APCAW scores of 20 or above and containing 90% or
more natural cover (OSI grant criteria) equal 63% of the available land and total 5,688 acres. The
three-year preservation target is 950 acres (including 258 acres of priority forest), or 10% of the
available land. There are 118 OSI-qualifying parcels identified with APCAW scores of 20 or
higher and 15 scoring 24 or above. The average parcel sizes can range between 50 and 90 acres.
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Streams in this focus area are 1st, 2nd and 3rd order streams, with the majority of stream miles
associated with the Musconetcong River, a third order stream. Protection efforts will be focused
predominantly in the vicinity of high quality streams and tributaries, not on the main stem.
Feasibility Factors: This is an area where significant progress was made in Phase 1. Two Cluster
partners (NJCF and TLC-NJ), plus Trust for Public Land, who is working with the land protection
groups in the NJC, are actively working here. The area has been reduced in size by removing
geographic areas that have low preservation opportunity, including urban areas and existing state
parks. This includes removing the eastern area around Lake Hopatcong, where the urban water
quality impacts, such as residential stormwater and high-density septic systems, would require
significant public-sector capital investment and could take more than 6 to 10 years to implement.
The southern boundary has been drawn in to exclude Hackettstown from the Upper Musconetcong
focus area. The net change in focus area size is a reduction of 57.5%. These modifications reflect
prior investment (including preservation accomplished both with and without William Penn
Foundation capital) and an assessment of continued preservation opportunities, including a
pending OSI application and a wealth of unprotected land. The Upper Musconetcong remains an
area dedicated to preservation strategies to prevent loss of water quality in headwaters.
Development pressure for commercial and residential uses in northern New Jersey is still
prevalent, especially along the Interstate 80 corridor, and the Highlands Act remains under threat.
In addition, a proposed railroad station in Andover Township, if built, would increase development
pressure. Monitoring sites show upstream areas have consistently high water quality indicators.
Phase 2 will continue the work of the two land trusts who are already invested in this area, along
with eight non-DRWI partners. At least 10 willing landowners have been identified, with another
50 or more likely. Five of the eight municipalities are already supportive of land preservation
efforts, and the initiative has the support of the Musconetcong River Management Council.
Funding sources that can be leveraged include NJDEP Green Acres, Highlands Council land
preservation funds and HDC purchase program, Sussex and Morris Counties’ open space trust
funds, municipal open space trust funds, non-profit, federal and private foundation funding, and
the SADC.
Lopatcong Creek
The Phase 1 Lopatcong Creek focus area has been modified to focus only on the four catchments
along the Lopatcong Creek and its tributary. Phase 2 for Lopatcong Creek is a reduction of 29%
from Phase 1. The focus area totals 9,588 acres, representing 6.5% of the focus area and 2% of the
Cluster’s total area. It is split into two strategy areas: Protection/Restoration in the headwaters
catchment (5,526 acres, or 58% of the focus area) and restoration only in the lower three
catchments (4,063 acres or 42% of the focus area). The focus area-wide goal is to restore water
quality and prevent any further degradation. Metric measures for this goal can be found in the
Performance and Outcome Metrics document in the Appendix. TSS, total phosphorus and
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bacterial reductions are based on SWQS for aquatic life, and thus we anticipate will allow for more
sensitive species, including macros and brook trout, to thrive in the local areas where our projects
are concentrated.
Statistical Overview: The Phase 2 Lopatcong Creek focus area totals 9,588 acres. It is divided
into the Upper Lopatcong Protection/Restoration strategy area consisting of the headwaters
catchment (5,526 acres) and the Lower Lopatcong Restoration strategy area (4,063 acres).
In the Upper Lopatcong, 24% (1,239 acres) of the land is preserved and 100% of the 1,855 acres
of available land scores 20 or above for APCAW, but virtually no available land scores 24 or
above. Of the available land scoring 20 or higher, 13%, or 241 acres, consists of parcels of greater
than 5 acres with 90% or more natural cover (OSI grant criteria). The 3-year preservation target is
200 acres (68 acres of priority forest), or 11% of available land. The uppermost Lopatcong
catchment is a headwaters catchment, with no identified upstream pollutant sources and with the
highest APCAW scores in the focus area.
Lands suitable for restoration across the entire Lopatcong Creek focus area total 5,500 acres and
croplands total 2,384 acres. The three-year target for implementing agricultural BMPs is 240 acres,
or 10% of the total available cropland.
Feasibility Factors:
Scientific Assessment and Measurability: Multiple data sources were reviewed, including SRAT
and sampling data from the draft Watershed Restoration and Protection 319h Plan (WRPP). Phase
2 will incorporate three monitoring sites to monitor impairments and track improvement progress.
Predominant stressors identified include:
•

•

•
•

Impervious cover, ranging from more than 30% in the southern catchment to a low of
2.4% in the Lopatcong Creek headwaters catchment. (WRPP). This issue is not being
addressed by capital strategies, but the Phase 2 Plan includes a strong complementary
strategy component
Temperature (due to lack of shading and natural riparian habitat) and TP, Fecal
Coliform, E. coli. As of 2012, Lopatcong Creek was listed as impaired for TP, E. coli,
in both HUC 02040105120020 and HUC 02040105120010.
Streambank erosion – contribution to TSS yield ranges from 72% to 45% in the
Lopatcong Creek catchments, where agriculture is a significant contributor (SRAT).
Increased interest in development
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Land
Protection
(headwaters
catchment)

Restoration all Lopatcong
catchments
Ag restoration

Floodplain
restoration

Forest
Stewardship

Goals
Stressors/CF
Permanently
Land conversion
protect land from
development

• Maintain
overall trout
habitat and
improve
• Primary: Water
Brook Trout
runoff
Habitat
management
• Reduce TSS &
• Crop practices
P loading for
ecological
• Nutrient
benefits
management
• Farm/livestock
management
• Farmed riparian
areas
• Primary: Water
runoff
management
• Impervious
surface coverage
• Land conversion
• Lack of forest
management/
stewardship

Causes
Development trends

• Active and past agricultural use
in the ARA
• Poor agricultural management
• Economic pressures

Stresses/DT
• E. coli
• Impacts to the
natural flow
regime:
• Habitat loss,
degradation: &
fragmentation
• TSS
• E. coli
• Total P
• Total N
• Impacts to the
natural flow
regime:
channelization
• Habitat
degradation:
channelization

• Lack of stewardship of riparian
buffers
• More intense and frequent
severe rainstorms
• Economic pressures
• Development
• Lack of education regarding
forest management/stewardship
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Performance Strategies
Purchase land in fee and easements

• Cover crop seeding
• Reduced till
• Soil health education
• Outreach/TA to farmers
• Promote/Deliver Ag BMPs
• Stewardship / Restoration of
riparian buffers
• River Friendly Farm certification
• Restoration of riparian buffers
• Stewardship of riparian buffers
• Outreach to landowners and
municipalities

• Forest management and
stewardship planning, outreach,
and TA
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The following table provides more specifics regarding planned strategies for the Lopatcong focus area (four catchments divided into
two sub focus areas by strategy). P/R = Protection/Restoration, R = Restoration only
Strategy (Activity)

Target Audience

Land Protection and Landowner Outreach
(NJCF)

Owners of large,
forested parcels with
high % of ARA with
potential to form a
connected protected
corridor
Owners of parcels
with long river/creek
frontage and high %
historically
deforested ARA (i.e.,
land usually is retired
ag, so we are
technically working
on “forested riparian
buffers”, but not w/in
active ag areas)
Landowners,
Farmer/Producers
where restoring
stream hydrology (i.e.,
baseflow) will reduce
erosion, reconnect
streams to their
floodplains and
improve ecological
connectivity
Landowners, Farmers
/ Producers; includes
those with previously
existing EQIP
contracts with USDANRCS as well as those

Floodplain Reforestation and Landowner
Outreach
(NJRC&D, NJA, TU)

Floodplain Restoration (TU, NJA, NJRC&D)

Ag BMPs
Examples include: Cover Crop, Riparian
Buffers, Animal Exclusion, Manure
Management,
Nutrient Management, Pasture Management,
Heavy Use Area Protection, Conservation
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Location
Upper
Lopatcong
(P/R)
Focal area
wide,
concentration
in Middle
Lopatcong
(R)

Focal area
wide,
concentration
in Middle
Lopatcong
(R) and
tributary to
the
Lopatcong
(R)
Focal area
wide

What you hope to
accomplish*

How contributes to outcomes and
water goals

Working year-round,
protect, with
partners, 1 mile and
200 acres, and engage
at least 7 landowners

Infiltrates runoff, prevents erosion, and
shades streams, thus keeping temp low,
macro scores high, and TSS low

Working year-round,
reforest floodplain
along at least 0.5 mi
of river and streams;
and engage at least 5
landowners

Increases shade, stabilizes banks, and
provides native habitat
structure/pollution filtration capacity
of floodplain, thus lowering temps,
increasing macro scores, and lowering
TSS

Working year-round,
complete restoration
design and
permitting to begin
restoration of 1.2
miles

Restoration projects will increase
shade, pollution and flood-slowing
capacity of the floodplain, and reduce
erosion, thus restoring more natural
flow patterns and lowering temps,
increasing macro scores, and lowering
TSS

Continually work to
build relationships
and partnerships
with landowners /
farmers/ producers
to identify and

Improve Water Quality, reduce erosion
and nutrient run-off, leading to
increasing macro scores, and lowering
TSS and bacteria
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Strategy (Activity)

Target Audience

Planning, Crop Practices, Soil Health, Residue
and Tillage / No Till / Reduced Till, River
Friendly Farm certification
(NJRC&D, NJA)

that do not currently
have such contracts

Wetland enhancement (NJRC&D, NJA)

Landowners with
significant wetlands
areas, with a specific
focus on areas with
direct connection to
stream corridors and
their floodplain

Forest Stewardship/ Management (NJA)

Local conservation
partners,
regional/state/federal
conservation
partners, local
municipalities,
environmental
commissions,
economic
development folks,
recreational groups,
private citizens, etc. –
any stakeholder who
might be willing to
invest in conservation
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Location

Tributary to
the
Lopatcong
(R)

Focal area
wide

What you hope to
accomplish*

Implement Ag BMPs
on 240 acres;
leverage and couple
resources and
funding with USDANRCS Farm Bill
Programs and
potential future 319
resources.
Working with
municipalities and
private landowners
to enhance 2 acres of
wetlands
Implement
stewardship and/or
management plans on
50 acres for forest
function and to
improve stream
ecosystems
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How contributes to outcomes and
water goals

Restore and enhance wetlands to
improve their ecological functionality
to serve as beneficial floodplain filters
and buffers; improve water quality and
wildlife habitat and reduce negative
impacts and pressures of invasive
species; lower TSS; increase macro
scores
More $ being invested in conservation
activities, including protection and
restoration, will lead to faster rate of
project implementation and similar
results to what we are hoping to
achieve through our
protection/restoration work (lower
TSS, temps, increased macro scores)

Overview of Scientific Data Sources:
•
•

•

•

•

SRAT: Provided estimated pollutant loadings, potential for urban restoration, &
APCAW scores.
WRPP draft: Incorporates NJDEP water quality assessment based on aerial loading
analysis in addition to data provided by USGS based on 6 sampling sites. Additional
components of the plan include Impervious Cover Assessments, Green Infrastructure
Feasibility Studies, and Impervious Surface Reduction Action plans. The plan included
runoff mitigation strategies and the need for streambank stabilization and agricultural
restoration projects; it indicated that land use has trended from agriculture to
high/medium residential development.
Floodplain Investment Tool (developed through DRWI grant funding and Phase 2
pooled funds): Indicated that conversion of impervious cover to forest along Lopatcong
Creek and its tributaries had a predominantly low cost/benefit ratio (some areas scored
medium).
Mussels Report (financed using Phase 2 pooled funds): Documents presence of
freshwater mussel species; mussels are highly imperiled nationwide and their decline
is often attributed to habitat destruction, water quality degradation, damming, exotic
species, and hydrologic changes (note: our primary ecologic measures in our outcome
metrics monitoring plan are macro scores, not mussels);
Highlands Build-Out Reports: Indicated limited potential for development and
identified developable parcels; several of which have since been developed or
preserved.

Capital Strategies: The primary capital strategies for Lopatcong Creek are:
1. Floodplain and habitat restoration, including streambank stabilization, floodplain
reforestation and wetland enhancement (all catchments) – The Lopatcong greenway
project identified in Phase 1 will continue in Phase 2. Discussions are underway for
two additional restoration projects: an agricultural wetland creation/streambank
stabilization project along Route 57 and a streambank stabilization project along South
Main Street in Phillipsburg. Cluster partners include: TU, NJRC&D, NJA; external
partners: Warren County, NRCS, Princeton Hydro, NJ Youth Corps, and SADC.
2. Agricultural restoration (all catchments) - Agricultural restoration includes potential
cover cropping, grassed waterways, buffer plantings, livestock exclusion fencing,
manure management, erosion controls, channel bed stabilization, stream bank
stabilization, Forest Stewardship Planning, Conservation Plans for preserved farmland
and other conservation practices. Cluster partners include: NJRC&D, NJA; external
partners: Warren County, NRCS, Princeton Hydro, NJ Youth Corps, and SADC. Note:
While we believe that sediment reductions (and associated phosphorous and/or
nitrogen) from cover cropping can have a positive impact as a sole restoration
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strategy, the intent of the Lopatcong Cluster partners is to work continually to
build relationships and partnerships in order to implement other Ag BMPs and
other restoration strategies where needed, especially when able to leverage and
couple resources and funding with USDA-NRCS Farm Bill Programs and future
319 resources. We will report on additional agricultural BMPs and
conservation activities undertaken in restoration areas as opportunities
develop, but these additional activities are not indicated in the Phase 2 Plan
because it is too early to assess farmer/landowner willingness to engage in
specific practice types. Cover cropping is often a good tool to interest farmers
and landowners to continue implementing conservation practices on their land.
3. Land protection (headwaters catchment) – Emphasis is on preserving the water quality
of the headwaters and improving trail connectivity. Acquisition in support of the
Lopatcong greenway project will proceed as grandfathered work under Phase 1.
Primary Cluster partner: NJCF. Other funding sources: federal, state, county, private
and Highlands TDR program.
Feasibility: Floodplain, Agricultural Restoration Strategies, Stormwater (complementary)
•

•
•
•

NJDEP 319h funds supporting stormwater, floodplain and agricultural restoration
strategies have been applied for in this area; more may become available upon approval
of WRPP.
Lopatcong and Phillipsburg are proactive and willing to work to increase green
infrastructure and floodplain enhancement projects.
6 Cluster partners and 5 outside partners are engaged in this watershed.
Complementary public outreach and community engagement strategies were the focus
of NJHC throughout Phase 1 - generating relationships and opportunities for Phase 2
work.

Feasibility: Land Protection Strategies
•
•

•

In Phase 2, leveraging of public and private funding for preservation as was done in
Phase 1.
Easement purchase of a forested tract under the Highlands Transfer of Development
Rights (TDR) program is underway, and presents an opportunity to encourage
additional landowners.
NJCF is working with Warren County to identify farms for preservation utilizing
federal Farm Bill funding that will bring permanent conservation provisions to area
farms.
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Risks of Not Working in This Area:
•

•

•

•

Habitat: Lopatcong Creek and its tributaries historically have been home to wild brook
trout populations, which are sensitive to pollution and an indicator of exceptional water
quality.
Investment: Failure to continue to work in this watershed constitutes a threat to the
existing water quality and achievements of Phase 1, and will open the door to increased
degradation.
Impairments: The science presented in the WRPP indicates that impairments and
resulting TMDLs are not beyond repair and that significant opportunities exist to
prevent degradation and make improvement. The focus area was selected in Phase 1
based partly on data showing the creek’s water quality to be at a true tipping point.
Phase 1 laid the groundwork in terms of identifying opportunities to address
impairments.
Stormwater (complementary strategies): loss both of prior investment and of
aggregation potential for already identified stormwater projects.

Expected Outcomes:
Capital Strategies: Primary expected outcomes for the Lopatcong within 3-6 years include: 1)
reduced TSS and Phosphorus from reduced streambank erosion and agricultural restoration (cover
crop, no till) and 2) acres of land preserved and miles of stream in protection/restoration area.
Complementary Strategies: This is an area where significant progress was made in Phase 1 on
building 1) government buy-in, particularly in Phillipsburg, relating to the stormwater-related
issues in more densely populated areas of the confluence catchment and 2) community engagement
to help build an understanding among residents that helps address the overall lack of watershed
ethic in the lower reaches of the Lopatcong Creek. Significant investment was made in creating a
Watershed Restoration and Protection Plan, including impervious cover assessments and project
designs, engaging the community, and working with outside funding sources to implement
identified small-scale projects. Complementary strategies for Phase 2 include: community
engagement, citizen monitoring engagement, water user education (including the Clusterwide
Highlands conference), and government outreach (including model ordinances with a focus on
stormwater). The goal of these strategies is to reduce pollutant loading and potential for new
pollutant loadings of nutrients and bacteria, the primary stressors in this focal area. See Appendix
C: Complementary Strategies Metrics for specifics on strategies, targets and outcomes.
Paulins Kill
The Paulins Kill focus area is divided into four sub-focus areas, each with a single major capital
strategy focus. The overall focus area has been increased by 56% since Phase 1 to 68,245 acres,
representing 46% of Phase 2 focus areas and 15% of the Cluster’s total area. This includes two
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new areas of work (Bobcat Alley and Restoration Alley) and two areas redefined to focus on a
single major strategy each (Upper Paulins Kill and Lakes Initiative).
Protection - Bobcat Alley
The following have been identified for this sub-focus area, which is new for Phase 2:

Land
protection

Goal
Maintain
water quality
to meet
NJDEP
SWQS for
aquatic life

Stressors/CF Causes
Stresses/DT
Land
Development • Impacts to the
conversion
pressure
natural flow
regime
• Habitat loss,
degradation &
fragmentation

Capital
Strategies
Purchase
land in fee
and
easements

Statistical Overview: This sub-focus area encompasses 42% of the focus area, or 28,016 acres,
of which 37% (10,366 acres) are preserved. 94% of the available 11,100 acres score 20 or above
for APCAW and 67% score 24 or above. Parcels greater than 5 acres with APCAW scores of 20
or above and containing 90% or more natural cover (OSI grant criteria) equal 54% of the available
land and total 5,945 acres. The three-year preservation target is 1,000 acres (including 314 acres
of priority forest), or 9% of the available land. There are 186 parcels that meet these criteria,
averaging 32 acres per parcel. This sub-focus area contains 1st, 2nd and 3rd order streams, but
protection efforts will be focused predominantly on land along the 1st and 2nd order streams in
catchments that are free from significant upstream pollutant sources and from meaningful
impairment, rather than on the main stem of the Paulins Kill.
Feasibility Factors: In Phase 1, the main focus in the Paulins Kill watershed was on restoration
efforts. To build on that investment of resources and effort, the focus area has been expanded to
target those lands that contribute to the health of the Paulins Kill, particularly Trout Brook,
headwaters of the Blair Creek and headwaters of the Jacksonburg Creek, collectively referred to
as Bobcat Alley. The goal for this sub-focal area is to protect headwater streams and active river
areas that contribute clean water to the mainstem Paulins Kill. This includes unprotected uplands
and riparian and headwater forests, all to ensure water temperatures and nutrient and sediment
loading remain at low levels. These protection efforts, in combination with the extensive
restoration work occurring in other sub areas of the Paulins Kill focus area, will have exponentially
positive impacts on the health of the watershed.
While development trends have slowed over the last half decade, the key stressors remain land
conversion, lack of forest stewardship and incompatible land management. There are currently
three Cluster partners (TNC, NJCF, TLC-NJ), TPL, Ridge and Valley Conservancy (RVC, a nonprofit land trust), the NJDEP Green Acres program, Warren County and four municipalities
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actively preserving land in this watershed. With slowing development patterns, land values have
dropped significantly, making it an opportune time to be preserving land in this region. Over the
last decade, many partners, including TNC, TLC-NJ, RVC, NJCF, NJDEP Green Acres, Warren
County, and four towns (Hampton, Stillwater, Hardwick and Blairstown) have made consistent
investments in protection efforts in this sub-focus area. With the recent delineation of Bobcat
Alley, there has been a noted acceleration of efforts that is expected to continue for at least the
next half decade. Sources of match dollars include NJDEP Green Acres, County Open Space Trust
Funds, OSI resiliency, USDA-NRCS, NJ Forest Service Forest Stewardship, LWCF (for Delaware
Water Gap NRA additions), municipal open space trust funds, private foundations, and private
donor funds.
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Restoration - Lakes Initiative, Upper Paulins Kill, Restoration Alley
The following have been identified for the three restoration sub-focus areas. Metric measures for these goals can be found in the
Performance and Outcome Metrics document in the Appendix. We expect our efforts to reduce TSS and temperature to meet SWQS
for aquatic life will allow for more sensitive species, including macros, to thrive in the local areas where our projects are concentrated:
Goal

Stressors/CF

Causes

Stresses/DT

Performance Strategies

Lakes
Initiative Stormwater

Maintain and/or
restore water
quality to meet
NJDEP SWQS
for aquatic life

• Impervious cover
• Water runoff management
(development)

• Development and
obsolete
infrastructure

TSS, P, N

Upper Paulins
Kill –
Restoration
(BMPS for
Working
Landscapes:
stormwater,
agriculture,
floodplain,
forest
management/
stewardship)

Maintain and/or
restore water
quality to meet
NJDEP SWQS
for aquatic life

• Water runoff management
(ag)
• Water runoff management
(development) (SW)
• Lack of forest management/
stewardship

• Encourage infiltration
• Delivery of Green
Infrastructure
(GI)/Stormwater
reduction practices
• Outreach/ Technical
Assistance (TA) for
landowners
• Volunteer engagement
Stormwater:
• Encourage infiltration
• Delivery of
GI/stormwater reduction
practices
• Outreach/ TA for
landowners
• Outreach and TA to
encourage effective
county and municipal
land use and stormwater
management planning
• Volunteer engagement
Agriculture:
• Outreach/TA to farmers,
farm services
• Coordination with
NRCS/Farm Bill

Stormwater:
• development and
obsolete
infrastructure

Agriculture:
• Lack or improper
implementation of
farm management
plans
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• TSS, N, P
• Temperature
impairment
• Impact to natural
flow regime
(disruption in
stream
connectivity
• Habitat loss,
degradation &
fragmentation
(loss of forested
headwaters, lack
of natural riparian
habitat, suboptimal macro
communities)
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Goal

Stressors/CF

Causes

Stresses/DT

• Active & past
agricultural use in
the ARA
• Poor pasture and
nutrient
management

Restoration
Alley –
Restoration
(BMPs for
Working
Landscapes:
Agriculture,
Forest
Management/
Stewardship)

Maintain and/or
restore water
quality to meet
NJDEP SWQS
for aquatic life

• Agricultural runoff
• Lack of forest
management/stewardship
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• Lack of education
regarding forest
management/
stewardship
Agriculture:
• Lack of, or
improper,
implementation of
farm management
plans
• Economic
pressure/low value
production
• Active & past
agricultural use in
the ARA
• Poor pasture and
nutrient
management
Forest M/S
• Lack of education
regarding forest
management/
stewardship

Performance Strategies
• Promote and deliver ag
BMPs
• Comprehensive
management plans
• Restoration of riparian
buffers
• Stewardship of riparian
buffers
• Forest management &
stewardship planning,
outreach, and TA

• TSS, N, temp, P
• Impact to natural
flow regime
• Habitat loss,
degradation &
fragmentation

Agriculture:
• Outreach/TA to farmers,
farm services
• Coordination with
NRCS/Farm Bill
• Promote and deliver ag
BMPs
• Comprehensive
management plans
• Restoration and
stewardship of riparian
buffers

Forest M/S
• Forest management and
stewardship planning,
outreach, and TA
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The following table provides more specifics regarding planned strategies for the Paulins Kill focus area and its four sub focus areas.
Strategy (Activity)
Land Protection and
landowner outreach (TNC,
TLC-NJ, NJCF)

Floodplain Reforestation and
landowner outreach (TNC,
WRWMG, NJA)

Floodplain Restoration
(TNC)

Ag BMPs
Examples include: Riparian
Buffers, Animal Exclusion,
Manure Management, Nutrient
Management, Heavy Use Area
Protection, Cover Crop,
Residue and Tillage / No Till
(WRWMG, NJA)

What we hope to
accomplish*
Owners of large, forested
Bobcat
Working year-round,
parcels with high % of
Alley
protect, with partners,
ARA with potential to form
5.5 miles, 1000 acres,
a connected protected
and engage at least 40
corridor (TNC)
landowners
Owners of parcels with
Restoration Between March and
long river/creek frontage
Alley,
December, reforest
and high % historically
Upper
floodplain along at
deforested ARA (i.e., land
Paulins
least 1.75 mi of river
usually is retired ag, so we Kill (UPK) and streams; and
are technically working on
engage at least 40
“forested riparian buffers”,
landowners
but not w/in active ag
areas) (TNC, WRWMG,
NJA)
State agency as landowner UPK
Working year-round,
and all other stakeholders
complete restoration
with an interest in the
design and permitting
Hyper-Humus site
to begin restoration of
(conservation partners,
1+ mi of the PK in the
recreational groups, local
Hyper-Humus site
historic groups, visitors)
Landowners, Farmers /
Restoration Continually work to
Producers; includes those
Alley,
build relationships and
with previously existing
UPK
partnerships with
EQIP contracts with
landowners / farmers/
USDA-NRCS as well as
producers to identify
those that do not currently
and Implement Ag
have such contracts
BMPs; leverage and
couple resources and
funding with USDANRCS Farm Bill
Target Audience

Location
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How contributes to outcomes & water goals
Infiltrates runoff, prevents erosion, and shades
streams, thus keeping temp low, macro scores
high, TSS low

Increases shade, stabilizes banks, and provides
native habitat structure/pollution filtration
capacity of floodplain, thus lowering temps,
increasing macro scores, and lowering TSS

Restoration project will increase shade, pollution
and flood-slowing capacity of the floodplain, and
reduce erosion, thus restoring more natural flow
patterns and lowering temps, increasing macro
scores, and lowering TSS

Improve Water Quality, reduce erosion and
nutrient run-off, leading to increasing macro
scores, and lowering TSS
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Strategy (Activity)

Target Audience

Wetland Enhancement
WRWMG and NJA are
actively working with USDANRCS on multiple wetlands
restoration and enhancement
projects on new WRE
easements on lands with direct
connections to the mainstem
Paulins Kill, associated
tributaries, and their
floodplains. In many cases
these projects are restoring and
enhancing retired farmlands
that are identified as modified
agricultural wetlands. (TNC,
WRWMG, NJA)
Stormwater – Lakes Initiative
(WRWMG)

Landowners with
significant wetlands areas,
with a specific focus on
areas with direct
connection to stream
corridors and their
floodplain; Modified
Agricultural Wetlands are
also specific targeted areas

Residential homeowners,
lake community residents,
lake associations /
foundations, municipalities
/ townships

What we hope to
accomplish*
Programs; Put AG
BMP projects
Restoration Continually work to
Alley,
maintain and enhance
UPK
wetland restoration
projects that are
underway on existing
USDA-NRCS WRE
easements; seek and
secure new lands for
the WRE Program;
design / implement
wetlands restoration
and enhancement
projects

Location

Lakes
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Bring together
neighboring lake
communities from the
Upper Paulins Kill to
collaborate on the
identification and
implementation of
green infrastructure
(GI)projects to reduce
the impacts of
stormwater run-off
and resultant nutrient
loading to the lakes
and stream, generate a
“model” multi-lake
partnership to drive an

How contributes to outcomes & water goals

Restore and enhance wetlands to improve their
ecological functionality to serve as beneficial
floodplain filters and buffers; improve water
quality and wildlife habitat, and reduce negative
impacts and pressures of invasive species

Green infrastructure projects will serve to reduce
volume of stormwater run-off and resultant
nutrient loadings to surface waters and ultimately
lead to improvements in water quality; a big goal
of the Lakes Initiative is to see many small
residential GI projects implemented through
multiple lake communities leading to a collective
larger watershed impact
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Strategy (Activity)

Target Audience

Stormwater – UPK
(WRWMG)

Municipalities and
landowners

Paulins Kill Capacity
Building (TNC, WRWMG,
NJA)

Local conservation
partners, regional/state/fed
conservation partners with
an interest in the PK, local
municipalities,
environmental
commissions, economic
development folks,
recreational groups, private
citizens, etc. – any
stakeholder who might be
willing to invest in PK
conservation

What we hope to
accomplish*
educational movement
that will empower
residents to put GI
projects on the ground
on their individual
properties
UPK
Continue to build on
groundwork laid in
Phase 1, using already
secured funding to
implement GSI
projects in two to
three municipalities
and continue outreach
to landowners
Bobcat
Working year-round,
Alley,
conversation on and
Restoration commitment to shared
Alley,
conservation goals for
UPK,
the PK, including
Lakes
protection and
restoration; at least 6
new parties investing
in conservation action
in the PK

Location
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How contributes to outcomes & water goals

Green infrastructure projects will serve to reduce
volume of stormwater run-off and resultant
nutrient loadings to surface waters and ultimately
lead to improvements in water quality

More $ being invested in conservation activities,
including protection and restoration, will lead to
faster rate of project implementation and similar
results to what we are hoping to achieve through
our protection/restoration work (lower TSS,
temps, increased macro scores)
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Statistical Overview:
The Lakes Initiative, encompassing most of the western section of the Phase 1 Upper Paulins Kill
focus area, totals 6,966 acres. The acres of land suitable for restoration total 1,326 acres; however,
only one capital strategy, stormwater, will be applied here. Urban land totals 1,372 acres or 11%
of the sub-focus area. The three-year target is 1.5 acres of green stormwater infrastructure
(modeled) and 100 landowners reach with technical assistance.
Upper Paulins Kill, the area where most restoration work was concentrated in Phase 1, totals
24,788 acres, of which 13,032 are suitable for restoration, including wetlands, barren lands,
agricultural lands, etc., per the Anderson classification system table above, Of those, 4,598 acres
are identified as croplands. The three to six plus year target is 100 acres agricultural BMPs, 0.75
mile of forested buffer restored, and 200 acres of wetlands enhanced or restored. Numbers are not
higher because of the high acreage of the Phase 1 one work we are maintaining (50+ acres of
buffers and BMPs). In addition, work will continue on a stormwater initiative begun in Phase 1,
using funds already secured. The targets are 3 acres of land treated with GSI, 25 landowners
reached, and 1 municipality with dedicated funding.
Restoration Alley is a new area of work in Phase 2, building and expanding on Phase 1 successes
in the Upper Paulins Kill. This area lies downstream of the Upper Paulins Kill sub-focus area and
totals 8,475 acres, of which 3,592 acres are suitable for restoration and of those, 1,684 are
identified as croplands. The three to six plus year target is 100 acres agricultural BMPs
implemented, 1 mile of buffer, 35 acres wetlands enhanced, 20 landowners provided training
and/or technical assistance. While most of the buffer reforestation will be along the mainstem, we
anticipate that most of the ag BMPs projects we will undertake will be located along tributaries to
the PK in this area, not directly along the mainstem—so the acreage we will plant there will have
proportionally higher impact than acres planted directly on the mainstem. Additionally, with high
acreage to maintain in addition to planting in the UPK, we kept our metric targets conservative to
ensure that we can deliver on these new properties.
Note: The Paulins Kill Focus Area Work Group recognizes that the restoration metrics for
agricultural BMPs do not meet the recommended target number of acres to achieve 20-50% based
on the size of the focus area. However, the recommended target generated through the GIS
modeling is not able to accurately take into account important factors such as 1) the type of
operation that is on the land now, 2) what lands may or may not be eligible for practices, 3) BMP
practices that are already in play on farms within those acres, and 4) what type of BMP is suitable
for individual sites that may have a large or small impact depending on the BMP efficiency and
the resource it is addressing. As such, it is common for farmlands to be modeled as “suitable
cropland,” but ultimately field verified as “not-suitable cropland.” The metric targets selected for
the Paulins Kill Focus Area (both Upper Paulins Kill and Restoration Alley) were established
based on specific field knowledge and understanding of actual and feasible agricultural project /
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BMP opportunities, as well as existing landowner and farmer cooperative partnerships. Plus,
these targets for UPK and Restoration Alley are in addition to the significant mileage and acres
in the UPK upon which such work has already been implemented and which requires ongoing
maintenance and stewardship work to ensure continued project success (see above).
Feasibility Factors: The Phase 2 focus area modifications are built on continued opportunities for
floodplain and agricultural restoration in the realigned Upper Paulins Kill restoration area, rapidly
growing opportunities for replicating this success into the middle Paulins Kill (Restoration Alley)
based on the success achieved to date in the Upper Paulins Kill, and the demarcation of a
stormwater initiative across a concentrated geography in the western section of the Phase 1 focus
area. The stormwater initiative builds on the Sussex County Municipal Utilities Authority Wallkill
River Watershed Management Group (WRWMG)’s ongoing work to foster a unique collaborative
partnership between neighboring lake associations in the area, which will target green
infrastructure project installations during Phase 2. The new information and data obtained through
the Phase 2 planning process helped the Paulins Kill workgroup to refine strategies and to drop
select areas where project work was not anticipated or where DRWI investment was not made
during Phase 1. The science that supports the choice of the Phase 2 restoration areas and strategies
for addressing the above-identified stressors and threats includes:
•

•

SRAT: Upper Paulins Kill and Middle Paulins Kill:
o Mid to high range for TSS (20 mg/L and above)
o Mid to high range for nitrogen (1 mg/L and above) and phosphorus (0.05 mg/L
and above)
NJDEP data: Paulins Kill is impaired for temperature and aquatic life

•

Mussels Report (Pooled Funds): documents presence of several freshwater mussel species,
a few of which are Threatened & Endangered species; mussels are highly imperiled
nationwide and their decline is often attributed to habitat destruction, water quality
degradation, damming, exotic species, and hydrologic changes (Note: we will be using
macro scores, not mussels, as our primary ecological measure of a water quality
threshold).

•

Floodplain Investment Tool (developed using Phase 1 and Pooled Funding): verifies
favorable return on investment for proposed floodplain reforestation projects targeted
for these areas.

•

Model My Watershed: used to determine lack of natural riparian habitat and loss of
forested headwaters along the Paulins Kill

•

APCAW: helped target regions scoring between 13-19 as restoration areas targeted for
floodplain reforestation, stormwater management and/or agricultural BMPs.
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Feasibility and Opportunity by Restoration Area
Upper Paulins Kill
Landowners

Municipalities
DRWI
Partners
Non-DRWI
Partners
Funding that
Builds on
Initial
Investments

Restoration
Alley
Ag BMPS – 10 willing
Ag
Floodplain restoration – BMPS/floodplain
8 willing, 8 likely
restoration – 7
willing, 20 likely
4 willing, 2 likely
3 willing
Capital: NJA, TNC, TU, WRWMG
Complementary: TNC, WRWMG, ANJEC
15+, including NJDEP, USDA-NRCS,
USFWS, USGS, Rutgers, NJ Future

Lakes Initiative
4 willing, 10 likely

2 willing
WRWMG

8+, including NJDEP,
Rutgers, NJ Future, 4 lake
associations
TNC’s private donor funding for restoration; NJDEP 319(h) funding for
watershed planning and implementation, NFWF for floodplain
reforestation; NRCS WRP funding and EQIP funding; Rutgers and
DRWI and NJ Future green infrastructure funding

The risk of not working in this area is the loss of the progress made in Phase 1, including achieving
landowner engagement and local buy-in, securing stakeholder partnerships, combining and
committing technical and financial resources, on-the-ground restoration projects and efforts that
are currently underway. To walk away and not further harness such momentum would represent a
significant set-back for the success achieved during Phase 1. Measurable change in the APCAW
scores for these areas as a result of the projects in Phase 2 efforts are expected. Work in this
expanded but concentrated geography will help magnify the water quality benefits. The ability to
leverage existing additional funding opportunities outside the William Penn Foundation will
identify various affordable options to address specific stressors in a more ecological and
economical manner. In addition, as demonstrated in Phase 1, complementary strategies of outreach
and education can lay the groundwork for replicating these strategies to other portions of the
watershed where outside funding can help us put new projects on the ground. This focus area tells
the story of how aggregation, replication and landowner awareness can lead to meaningful and
measurable impact.
Expected Outcomes: Through the volume and concentration of projects within a contiguous
geography, achieving measurable reductions in the identified pollutants over time are anticipated;
although restoration initiatives can take many years to mature. Interim results such as land
conversions to forested buffers, will be identified.
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Complementary strategies for the Paulins Kill concentrate on (a) building watershed
capacity through community engagement (TNC, WRWMG, NJA, TU), and (b)
government outreach & technical assistance to promote improved municipal official
understanding, engagement and action to improve stormwater management through
both improved or new ordinances and policies and use of green infrastructure,
protection of riparian areas, steep slopes, limestone areas. These strategies are aimed at
reducing pollutant loads and potential pollutant loads for TSS and nutrients, primary
stressors for this focal area (ANJEC). See Appendix C: Complementary Strategies
Metrics for specifics on strategies, targets and outcomes.Lower-Middle Musconetcong
The Lower-Middle Musconetcong focus area is expanded to the north to include much of the
middle Musconetcong and the southern tip of Hackettstown, which was formerly part of the Upper
Musconetcong focus area. A small portion of the lower Musconetcong has been removed. The
Lower-Middle Musconetcong has several distinct sub-focus areas for protection or restoration or
protection/restoration. The overall focus area is 35,977 acres, representing 24% of Phase 2 focus
areas and 8% of the Cluster’s total area. It has been increased by 35% compared to Phase 1.
Protection – Middle Musconetcong and Lower Musconetcong (Protection) and Turkey Hill
Brook, West Portal Creek and Ludlow Station Road (Protection/Restoration)
The following have been identified for these five sub-focus areas, which are newly delineated for
Phase 2:

Protection

Goal
No net loss of
water quality;
alternative land
uses avoided

Stressors/CF
Land
conversion

Causes
Stresses/DT
Development • Impacts to the
pressure
natural flow
regime:
channelization
• Habitat
degradation:
channelization

Capital
Strategies
Purchase land
in fee and
easements

Statistical Overview: The two Lower-Middle Musconetcong protection-only sub-focus areas
total 8,657 acres; 27% is preserved in the lower protection area and 38% in the middle for a total
of 2,893 acres. Three sub-focus areas totaling 4,963 acres combine protection and restoration
strategies. They are, Ludlow Station Road (13% preserved), Turkey Hill Brook (29% preserved)
and West Portal Creek (50% preserved), for a total of 1,742 acres preserved. Acres targeted for
protection or protection/restoration strategies total 13,620, or 38% of the focus area. The entire
focus area scores in the highest category (i.e. 15-19 inches/year) for its ability to facilitate
groundwater recharge and contains significant areas of forested headwaters and ARA as well as
erodible soils and steep slopes.
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In the Middle Musconetcong protection area, using SRAT data combined with TLC-NJ GIS
analysis, we identified that 65% of the available 1,194 acres score 24 or above for APCAW.
Parcels greater than 5 acres with APCAW scores of 24 or above and containing 90% or more
natural cover (OSI grant criteria) equal 13% of the available land and total 150 acres on 8 parcels.
The area is predominantly 1st and 2nd order streams generally free from upstream pollutant sources.
In the Lower Musconetcong protection area and in the three protection/restoration areas, in lieu of
APCAW scores, further scientific analyses identified high quality locations totaling 3,641 acres,
of which there are 1,370 acres on 80 parcels of greater than 5 acres with 90% forest cover. These
areas are predominantly 1st and 2nd order streams generally free from upstream pollutant sources.
The three-year preservation target across all sub-focus areas with a protection strategy is 600 acres
(including 200 acres of priority forest) or 14% of available land, 15 landowners reached, 6
landowners with applied land protection strategies and 3 miles of forested buffer.
Feasibility Factors
Two Cluster partners, HLT and NJCF, plus TPL, are actively working on protection efforts that
build upon existing preservation successes and are enabled by very supportive municipal partners
as well as Hunterdon County, Green Acres, and private foundations that continue to enhance the
feasibility and opportunity of successful protection efforts in this region. Properties are under
contract and leverage funding is committed. Risk of land conversion in this area remains high,
especially given the proximity to Interstate 78, with development pressure for commercial and
residential uses.
Protecting forested headwaters, wetlands, Active River Area (ARA), erodible soils, and steep
slopes in the sub-watersheds that drain directly to the Musconetcong main stem has a positive
impact on the water quality and quantity in the Delaware River Watershed and is meaningful work
as defined by the DRWI goals. In some locations, this work, compounded by pre-existing
preservation, could result in the majority of sub-watersheds being buffered permanently, which
will prevent negative impacts to water quality and quantity and support ongoing investments made
in other parts of the Musconetcong to further improve such parameters.
Lower Musconetcong Protection and Protection/Restoration areas: Land preservation during
Phase 1 focused on areas in Hunterdon County with proximity to the river, which are characterized
by densely forested areas and nearby preserved open space. Despite having the characteristics that
DRWI prioritizes for protection strategies, the area reflects marginal APCAW scores. This
landscape contains first, second, and third order streams that do not all appear as separate
catchments in SRAT. However, they appear in USGS maps, in NJDEP’s GIS map (Geoweb),
which combines NHD, USGS, and other hydrography sources, and in Model My Watershed. Given
that the lower Musconetcong watershed is characterized by relatively short stream morphologies
that drain directly into the main stem, this watershed is not easily evaluated by ANS and APCAW
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methodologies, which favor more complex sub-watershed systems. In lieu of relying solely on the
APCAW scores, ANS and OSI provided guidance to further analyze this focus area, and the
resulting evaluation demonstrated there are six sub-watersheds that have significant forest cover
as well as significant stream miles buffered by forest, sufficient ARA, and forested headwaters.
Overall the stats are on par with other protection focus areas throughout the Cluster. In the hybrid
protection/restoration areas, protection opportunities lie in the forested headwaters upstream of
restoration projects as required by DRWI guidance.
Middle Musconetcong: Protection. APCAW analyses called attention to areas feasible for
preservation that were not included in Phase 1. Catchments in this area that are highest in APCAW
are steep, forested, and contain perennial and intermittent streams. Previous preservation efforts
focused on large lots; the opportunity is to complete stream protection. Development pressure
arises from single-housing unit construction on vacant lots. Preservation opportunities include
preserving the remaining larger-sized lots (20-50 acres) with streams. See table below.
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Analysis of Select Lower-Middle Musconetcong Tributaries

Ludlow
West Portal
Turkey Hill
Trib 6 - LM
Trib 8 - LM
Trib 11 - LM

Forest
% Forest/
wetland/ ag
potentially
reforested
70.7
80
65
72.8
69.1
69.6

Headwaters

Total %
Forested
60
55
55
64
66
57

% Stream
% 1st
buffered by % Head- order
forest
waters
forested
40
15
100
35
40
80
35
30
70
50
100
64
60
40
90
80
100
57

%
ARA
5
20
10
5
10
5

Groundwater
Recharge
15-19 inches
15-19 inches
15-19 inches
15-19 inches
15-19 inches
15-19 inches

.
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% available
parcels with
Steep Slopes
>15%
40
25
40
90
30
25

Restoration – Lower-Middle Musconetcong
The following have been identified for the three restoration sub-focus areas. Additional information on metric measures for these goals
can be found in the Performance and Outcome Metrics document in the Appendix. TSS and bacterial reductions are based on SWQS
for aquatic life, and thus we anticipate will allow for more sensitive species, including macros, to thrive in the local areas where our
projects are concentrated.

Restoration

Goal
Improve water quality:
• Reduce TSS from
agricultural lands by
10%, with measurable
change of 50-80%
observable on three
tributaries
• Reduce bacterial
contamination by 90%
on three agricultureimpacted tributaries
• Actions leading to
securing outside
government funding
for the Hackettstown
area

Stressors/CF

Causes

• Primary:
Farm/Livestock
Management &
Crop Practices
(low cover crop
usage)

• Lack of watershed
• Nutrients,
ethic
sediment (TSS),
bacteria
• Lack or improper
pollutants
implementation of
farm management plan • Dams
• Economic
• Impaired flow
pressures/low value
regime
production
• Active & past
agricultural use in
ARA
• Farm tax assessments
• Lack of education/
understanding of
management and
stewardship
• Poor pasture & manure
management
• Development &
obsolete infrastructure
• Lack of enforcement
of regulations
• Impervious Cover

• Nutrient
management
• Farmed riparian
areas & wetlands
• Lack of Forest
Management/
Stewardship
• Dams
• Impervious
surfaces
• Water runoff
management
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Performance Strategies
• Community
Engagement/Outreach/
Education
• Government Outreach
• Outreach/TA to Farmers,
Farm services
• River Friendly Farm
Certification
• Soil Health Education
• Reduced Till
• Delivery of Ag BMPs
• Restoration of Riparian
Buffers
• Ag Conservation Planning

Agriculture:
Musconetcong
Valley (incl.
Ludlow Station
Road))

Goal
Reduce TSS from
agricultural lands by
10%

Agriculture:
• Shurts Road
• West Portal
Creek
• Turkey Hill
Brook

Measurable change in
TSS of 50-80%
observable on 3
tributaries
Bacteria reduction on 3
tributaries by 90%

Floodplain/Dam
removal:
Hackettstown

Reduced TSS by 20% in
catchment & 2.5 acres of
wetland
restored/reconnected

Stressors/CF

Causes

• Lack of watershed
ethic
• Lack or improper
implementation of
farm management plan
• Economic
pressures/low value
production
• Farm/Livestock
• Lack or improper
Management &
implementation of
Crop Practices
farm management plan
(low cover crop
• Economic
usage)
pressures/low value
• Nutrient
production
management
• Active & past
Farmed riparian
agricultural use in
areas & wetlands
ARA
• Poor pasture & manure
management
• Impervious
• Development &
surfaces
obsolete infrastructure
(Dam obstructing
• Stormwater runoff
flow)
• Water runoff
•
Lack of enforcement
management
of regulations
• Dams
• Impervious Cover

Stresses/DT

• Crop practices
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Performance Strategies
• Cover cropping

• Nutrients,
sediment (TSS),
bacteria
pollutants
• Impaired flow
regime

• Cover Cropping
• Delivery of ag BMPS (for
livestock)
• Streambank stabilization
• Floodplain restoration

• TSS
• Impaired flow
regime

• Floodplain restoration
• Dam removal
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The following table provides more specifics regarding planned strategies for the Lower-Middle Musconetcong focus area and its sub
focus areas.
Strategy (Activity)

Target Audience

Land Protection and Landowner
Outreach (HLT, NJCF)

Owners of large,
forested parcels
with high % of
ARA with
potential to form a
connected
protected corridor

Floodplain Reforestation and
Landowner Outreach
(NJRC&D, NJA, TU, MWA)

Owners of parcels
with long
river/creek
frontage and high
% historically
deforested ARA
(i.e., land usually
is retired ag, so we
are technically
working on
“forested riparian
buffers”, but not
w/in active ag
areas)
Landowners,
Farmer/Producers
where restoring
stream hydrology
(i.e., baseflow) will
reduce erosion,
reconnect streams

Floodplain Restoration (MWA,
TU, NJA, NJRC&D)
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Location

What you hope
to accomplish*
Lower
Working yearMusconetcong, round, protect,
Ludlow
with partners, 3
Station Road,
stream miles
Turkey Hill
and 500 acres
Brook, West
(plus 100 TPL),
Portal Creek,
and engage at
Middle
least 15
Musconetcong landowners
Musconetcong Working yearValley, Shurts
round, reforest
Road, West
floodplain along
Portal Creek,
at least 2.5
Turkey Hill
miles of river
Brook
and streams;
and engage at
least 72
landowners

How contributes to outcomes and
water goals
Infiltrates runoff, prevents
erosion, and shades streams, thus
keeping temp low, macro scores
high, and TSS low

Shurts Road,
Turkey Hill
Brook,
Hackettstown,
West Portal
Creek

Restoration projects will increase
shade, pollution and floodslowing capacity of the floodplain,
and reduce erosion, thus
restoring more natural flow
patterns and lowering temps,

Working yearround, complete
restoration
design and
permitting to
begin

Increases shade, stabilizes banks,
and provides native habitat
structure/pollution filtration
capacity of floodplain, thus
lowering temps, increasing macro
scores, and lowering TSS
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Strategy (Activity)

Ag BMPs
Examples include: Cover Crop,
Riparian Buffers, Animal
Exclusion, Manure Management,
Nutrient Management, Pasture
Management, Heavy Use Area
Protection, Conservation Planning,
Crop Practices, Soil Health,
Residue and Tillage / No Till /
Reduced Till, River Friendly Farm
certification
(NJRC&D, NJA)

Wetland enhancement (MWA)

Target Audience
to their
floodplains and
improve
ecological
connectivity
Landowners,
Farmers /
Producers;
includes those
with previously
existing EQIP
contracts with
USDA-NRCS as
well as those that
do not currently
have such
contracts

Landowners with
significant
wetlands areas,
with a specific
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Location

What you hope
to accomplish*
restoration of
6+ miles

How contributes to outcomes and
water goals
increasing macro scores, and
lowering TSS

Musconetcong
Valley, Shurts
Road, West
Portal Creek,
Turkey Hill
Brook

Continually
work to build
relationships
and
partnerships
with
landowners /
farmers/
producers to
identify and
Implement Ag
BMPs on 3.000
acres; leverage
and couple
resources and
funding with
USDA-NRCS
Farm Bill
Programs and
319 resources;
identify
previously
unknown
sources of
bacteria
Working with
municipalities
and private
landowners to

Improve water quality, reduce
erosion and nutrient run-off,
leading to increasing macro
scores, and lowering TSS and
bacteria

Hackettstown
and
Washington

Restore and enhance wetlands to
improve their ecological
functionality to serve as beneficial
floodplain filters and buffers;
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Strategy (Activity)

Target Audience
focus on areas
with direct
connection to
stream corridors
and their
floodplains

Forest Stewardship/
Management (NJA)

Location
Twp., Morris
County

Local conservation Focal area
partners,
wide
regional/state/fed
con partners, local
municipalities,
environmental
commissions,
economic
development
folks, recreational
groups, private
citizens, etc. – any
stakeholder who
might be willing to
invest in
conservation
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What you hope
to accomplish*
enhance or
reconnect 2.5
acres of
wetlands along
a .15 stream
mile section of
the main stem
of the
Musconetcong
River by
removing a
stream
obstruction at
East Ave.
Implement
stewardship
and/or
management
plans on 50
acres for forest
function and to
improve stream
ecosystems

How contributes to outcomes and
water goals
improve water quality and
wildlife habitat, and reduce
negative impacts and pressures of
invasive species; lower TSS,
increase macro scores

More $ being invested in
conservation activities, including
protection and restoration, will
lead to faster rate of project
implementation and similar
results to what we are hoping to
achieve through our
protection/restoration work
(lower TSS, temps, increased
macro scores)
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Statistical Overview: All six sub-focus areas with a restoration strategy total 27,319 acres, of
which 16,519 are identified as a suitable for restoration and 10,104 as cropland. Cover cropping
strategies will be applied in the Musconetcong Valley (see below) and multiple strategies in the
smaller restoration areas. Floodplain restoration targets for restored hydrology in the next three
years are 2.47 miles for Shurts Road and 3.4 miles for Turkey Hill Brook. Over the next three to
six years, the target for the Hackettstown area is .15 miles of restored hydrology, 2.5 acres of
reconnected wetlands and 1 acre with GSI practices implemented.
In addition, the partners expect to see 2.5 mile of forest buffer restored, 2.5 acres of wetlands
enhanced, 60 farmers receiving training and/or technical assistance, and 12 landowners receiving
training and/or technical assistance (these are owners of farm and forestlands who are not
employed in agriculture).
Feasibility Factors
Four Cluster partners with extensive experience in restoration work are actively working in or
ready to expand into this area: MWA, NJA, NRC&D, and TU.
Musconetcong Valley (includes Ludlow Station Road): Agricultural Restoration – Agricultural
BMPs, including Cover Cropping. Through pre-existing Non-Point Source Pollution Control
grants (319h), Phase 1 investments, and NFWF support, cover cropping has expanded in the Lower
Musconetcong during the past two years to approximately 1,500 acres. Based on this success,
neighboring farmers in the Middle Musconetcong are interested in utilizing cover crops next year.
In general, cover cropping can reduce TSS in agricultural runoff by 30-40% and is proposed for a
large area – approximately 3,000 acres; 50% of agricultural land in field crops (excluding forested
area of parcels with agricultural use and excluding pasture/hay acreage) as identified by partners
working in the area and 36% of the 8,323 acres of cropland identified the Anderson classification
system. About half of contacted farmers (60 farmers) are expected to participate, with a 10%
reduction in measurable TSS reduction anticipated (because it is unlikely that all farmers on all
field crop parcels will all utilize cover crops at the same time). While benefits for cover cropping
can be visible as a sole restoration strategy, it is the intent of the Cluster partners working in the
Lower-Middle Musconetcong focus area to work continually to build relationships and
partnerships in order to implement other ag BMPs and restoration strategies where needed,
especially when able to leverage and couple resources and funding with USDA-NRCS Farm Bill
Programs and 319 resources. We will report on additional agricultural BMPs and conservation
activities undertaken in restoration areas as opportunities develop, but these additional activities
are not indicated in the Plan because it is too early to assess farmer/landowner willingness to
engage in specific practice types.
West Portal Creek, Turkey Hill Brook, & Shurts Road: Agricultural Restoration – Multiple
Strategies. Monitoring data shows that three streams stand out for their agricultural impacts: West
Portal Creek, Turkey Hill Brook, and Shurts Road tributary. All have livestock operations and are
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impacted by bacteria, nutrients, and TSS. Two – West Portal and Turkey Hill – have Phase 1
investments. Preliminary results show that through pre-Phase 1 and Phase 1 investments in
livestock management practices and riparian buffers by NRC&D and TU on West Portal Creek (a
high APCAW tributary), bacteria levels were reduced by over 90%. Phase 2 proposes continued
investment in agricultural restoration, a confirmatory round of bacterial testing including
Microbial Source Tracking as a complementary strategy, and communication of project success.
Turkey Hill Brook Phase 1 activities included livestock management, riparian buffers, and stream
bank stabilization, which we propose to continue in Phase 2. Importantly, insufficient flow was
identified in Phase 1, which limited monitoring, and floodplain restoration is proposed in Phase 2
to address the altered hydrology; continuous monitoring of stream depth will inform project
progress. Shurts Road tributary scores high for APCAW, but water quality monitoring consistently
shows the highest levels of TSS and turbidity after rain events of any monitored Musconetcong
tributary. Continuation of Phase 1 cover cropping should help improve groundwater infiltration,
both reducing stormwater flow and improving stream base flow. This justifies downstream
improvements in stream bank stabilization in Phase 2. With a short stream length of about 2.4
miles, 9 land owners, and pre-existing farmer relationships, Shurts Road tributary is a highly
feasible project. For all three tributaries within three years, the combination of floodplain
restoration, streambank stabilization, cover crops, and livestock BMPs, should reduce TSS by 5080% (MMW estimates) and attain a 90% reduction in bacteria.
Hackettstown - Floodplain Restoration. Prior investments include floodplain restoration at Union
Cemetery and M&M Mars headquarters and two dam removals with riparian plantings. Eight
Cluster partners and eight external partners are actively working in this area. Its size has been
reduced to target a significant source of TSS originating from streambank erosion from the East
Avenue dam. This obsolete, four-foot stone rubble structure is breached at the Musconetcong
River stream bank thus altering the river’s course by forming a “U” around the dam and
continuously scouring the bank. Feasibility: This is of high interest to Hackettstown and to
Washington Township (Morris County); municipalities own most of the land, and the entire
floodplain restoration project is estimated at about $100,000, a low cost for this type of project.
MMW indicates that streambank stabilization in this catchment could reduce its TSS contribution
by 40%; a 20% reduction in TSS is estimated from removing the obstruction and stabilizing the
banks for .15 stream miles. An associated 2.5 acres of wetlands would be reconnected to the river.
Complementary Strategies planned for this focal area include government outreach, particularly
on stormwater, green infrastructure, septic system, and riparian buffer management; community
engagement, citizen monitoring engagement, and Microbial Source Tracking for nonpoint source
pollution. The goal of these strategies is to reduce pollutant loading and potential for new
pollutant loadings of nutrients and bacteria, the primary stressors in this focal area, primarily
through improved stormwater management including enhanced use of green infrastructure.
See Appendix C: Complementary Strategies Metrics for specifics on strategies, targets
and outcomes.
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4. Strategies
4a. Capital Strategies
For capital strategies, the NJH Cluster plans to work on the major strategy areas in the following
proportions:
•
•
•
•

Land Protection – 47.7%
Protection/Restoration – 7.1%
Restoration – 40.4%
(includes BMPs for Working Landscapes: agricultural, floodplain, forest management
and stewardship)
Stormwater – 4.7%

The specific metrics for each of these strategies by focus area are detailed in Appendix B:
Performance and Outcome Metrics.
For background on how we view those strategies within our Cluster:
In our BMPs For Working Landscapes model, we emphasize protection or restoration of riparian
buffers (grassed and/or forested), in contrast to the forested buffers included in the DRWI model,
because lack of riparian buffers is a stressor that needs to be addressed on agricultural land and is
inclusive of forested buffers in the NJ Highlands. Protection and/or restoration of the riparian
buffer along farmland also address floodplain restoration stress identified by the Cluster and DRWI
as an objective of the initiative. The Coordinating Committee has since commented that this is an
allowable strategy. A review of our focus area breakdowns by strategy in the Focus Area narrative
of the Action Plan shows how multiple strategies (agricultural, floodplain, forest
management/stewardship) are applied in most restoration sub-focus areas. In addition to buffer
plantings, agricultural restoration can include cover cropping, grassed waterways, livestock
exclusion fencing, manure management, erosion controls, channel bed stabilization, streambank
stabilization, wetlands enhancement and restoration, forest stewardship planning, conservation
plans for preserved farmland and other conservation practices.
In our Stormwater Restoration category, floodplain restoration and the inclusion of green
infrastructure analysis and projects are identified as strategies for addressing the impacts of excess
stormwater runoff in the NJ Highlands Cluster. In addition, forest management and stewardship is
identified as a strategy to address loss of tree cover due to improper development/infrastructure
practices. Stormwater as a capital strategy requiring Phase 2 William Penn funding will be applied
only in the Lakes Initiative sub-focus area for the Paulins Kill, but stormwater is a
restoration/complementary strategy in the Upper Paulins Kill sub-focus area (capital funding
already secured), and complementary strategies will be applied toward development of stormwater
initiatives and improved policies and ordinances in the Lopatcong and Lower-Middle
Musconetcong focus areas.
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As in Phase 1, we have included dams as a stressor because we have identified this as an issue for
our Cluster’s watersheds. We have aligned dams with our stormwater model because many
existing dams are obsolete infrastructure (identified as a cause for this grouping). We believe that
removal of obsolete dams, those no longer used for hydropower or other purposes for which they
were constructed, is an important initiative that can have a measurable impact on the natural flow
regime, thus helping to restore healthy communities of aquatic species and improve water quality.
The one dam targeted for removal in Phase 2 is in the Hackettstown area (East Avenue) is a low
stone structure that causes the Musconetcong main stem to deviate in a “U” and alters the river’s
natural hydrology, promotes stream bank erosion, and disconnects riparian wetlands (about 2.5
acres). Its removal has measurable floodplain restoration and sedimentation reduction benefits in
the Lower-Middle Musconetcong (an estimated 20% reduction in TSS).
In our Policy and Collaboration model, we have added strategies that grew out of our Phase 1
experience. We learned that there is a need to build a sense of place among stakeholders in the
watersheds where we work and to educate, as well as engage, as large a pool of stakeholders as
possible. We learned there is a need to let them know what the NJ Highlands Cluster initiative is
all about and make it recognizable to the stakeholders. To that end, we have engaged Resource
Media through the use of Phase 2 pooled funds to understand the areas where we work from a
social science perspective that will help us develop communications to reach our stakeholders in
ways they can identify with. As part of our education and outreach tools, we will be promoting
land management planning to address unsustainable and incompatible policies and practices. The
majority of the work in this area will come from the suite of complementary strategies, including
government outreach, community engagement, citizen monitoring engagement, an agriculture
conservation initiative toward improving farmland preservation policy and conservation practice
improvements, and water user education.
The NJ Highlands Cluster is a hybrid cluster, including both restoration and protection. As part of
the Phase 2 planning, we have taken a closer look at the APCAW GIS mapping and on-the-ground
information for where we will be targeting our Land Protection efforts. Our objective in Phase 2
continues to be to maintain areas with low nutrient loading and protect those forests, farms,
wetlands, and floodplains that support the high quality of drinking water in the NJ Highlands.
For each focus area, the specific strategies anticipated to be employed within the major strategy
areas are indicated in Section 3. Focus Areas. The composite of all specific strategies identified by
Cluster partners can be seen on the Stressors,-Strategies and Outcomes Models for the NJ
Highlands Cluster (Appendix A). The breakdown of complementary strategies by focus area can
be seen in the Complementary Strategy Metrics for the NJ Highlands Cluster (Appendix C).
4b. Complementary Strategies
Complementary strategies are important approaches to reducing priority stressors in the New
Jersey Highlands Cluster. Complementary strategies reinforce capital improvement strategies and
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are also critical approaches unto themselves to advancing protection and restoration of water
resources. Complementary strategies embrace public education, outreach to local land use decision
makers, and the provision of technical training. In a project such as the DRWI, these efforts are
critical to success.
Objectives
1) Improve implementation of existing ordinances and strengthen policy, education, and
stewardship practices to reduce water quality stressors throughout the Cluster.
2) Support the efforts of capital projects in focal areas to reduce stressors and effect
measurable change in water quality improvements.
3) Establish and strengthen partnerships outside of Phase 2 focal areas, but within the
Cluster boundaries, to build opportunities for implementation of capital projects in
Phase 3.
4) Increase public education and awareness of the DRWI initiative through targeted and
coordinated communications and public outreach campaigns.
Water quality and quantity in the NJ Highlands Cluster, as elsewhere in the DRWI, is largely
dependent on land use decisions, both historic and current, that impact water resources. From the
original deforestation that in the Highlands Cluster peaked in the late 19th century, through resource
extraction, charcoaling, damming, diversion of surface water, exploitation of water power,
agricultural development, exploitation of groundwater, urbanization and suburban sprawl, the
area’s water resources have incurred extensive damage that today is reflected in quantity
derangement, and quality reduction.
Future land use changes and the management of previously developed areas can be coordinated to
be protective of water resources. In New Jersey, a so-called “local control” state, the land use
framework is established by appointed officials (environmental commissions, planning boards,
boards of adjustment) and elected officials (township committees and councils). In New Jersey,
the constitutional authority over land use remains in the hands of the state, but has been delegated
to municipalities by the Municipal Land Use Law (MLUL) (40:55D-1 et. seq.). Thus, each
municipality is entitled under the statute to create its own land use planning and regulatory
framework. As might be anticipated, such a fragmented control system has given rise to
uncoordinated, incompatible and inherently destructive practices that degrade the water resources
that flow across multiple municipal boundaries. However, there is ample scope in the MLUL to
empower municipalities that wish to regulate land uses to protect and even enhance water
resources. Ordinances, the municipal laws that implement land use on the ground, must agree with
the master plan, but municipalities have broad discretion as to their contents.
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The New Jersey Highlands Cluster is unique in the DRWI in that a regional planning process
applies to a majority portion of the Cluster. Under the Highlands Water Protection and Planning
Act, adopted by the legislature in 2004, the Highlands Council was established, special NJDEP
rules were authorized for the “Preservation Area,” and a Highlands Regional Master Plan
(Regional Master Plan [RMP]) was adopted in 2008. The RMP is currently undergoing its first
statutorily required review and amendments are anticipated to be proposed during Phase 2 of the
DRWI. The Highlands land use process relies on the participation of municipalities (voluntary in
the Planning Area, and mandatory in the Preservation Area) to align their planning and zoning to
the requirements of the Act and the RMP. This process is called “Conformance.” Conformance
has been uneven among municipalities, with some actively resisting and others failing to complete
the process despite substantial funding from the Highlands Council.
Relationships between Complementary Strategies, the Local Land Use Framework and
Water Resources Protection
Under the MLUL, New Jersey municipalities have broad powers to regulate land use through
master plans and ordinances. These plans and ordinances can and do materially impact the quality
and quantity of water resources both within the municipality and downstream. Often, however,
these plans and ordinances have been adopted without adequate consideration of their potential
impacts on water resources. Municipalities need to be better educated in the relationships between
land uses, water quality and quantity; to be offered appropriate tools (e.g., sample or model
ordinances); and to receive technical support.
Experience has shown that local land use decisions are primarily made by volunteers who serve
on environmental commissions, planning boards, and boards of adjustment. These bodies, assisted
by professionals (planner, engineer, attorney and other appointed experts) administer the master
plans and ordinances that govern land uses. Ordinances must support the goals of municipal master
plans and are often proposed and adopted by elected governing bodies without consideration of
water resource impacts.
ANJEC’s long experience has indicated that local officials are often unwilling to propose or adopt
ordinances that are thought to be “unique” or non-traditional, that are not court tested and that will
rouse opposition from organized community interest groups. This unwillingness can be countered
by providing professional experts and adequate technical information and simplifying the
“message” so that busy elected officials can readily understand the “why” of the proposed
ordinance. With sustained technical support, environmental commissions become sufficiently
informed to propose new ordinances, and planning boards become accustomed to protecting the
environment during site plan reviews and when preparing master plan revisions.
Because land use decisions are made primarily at a municipal level, the need to consider
downstream watershed impacts is often not fully considered. It is an exception, that the
Musconetcong watershed, through its designation of a Wild & Scenic River by Congress, has a
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Musconetcong River Management Council that considers watershed-wide issues in partnership
with 14 local municipalities, non-governmental organizations, and several state agencies.
Complementary strategies will strengthen water protection and restoration policies, create greater
watershed awareness among the general public, and improve the performance of local
environmental commissions, planning boards, boards of adjustment and elected officials to provide
for the transfer of knowledge, and to establish a community consciousness focused on water
resources.
Phase 2 Complementary Strategies
The six complementary strategies planned for implementation for the NJ Highlands Cluster in
Phase 2 are described below. The specific metrics for each of these strategies is detailed in
Appendix C: Complementary Strategies Metrics. This table includes the various programs,
Cluster partners, activities, outputs, target audiences and metrics for each strategy by location, as
well as our goals (what we hope to accomplish) and anticipated water quantity and quality
outcomes.
1. Community Engagement: The use of engagement and education to raise awareness,
increase knowledge and expand involvement of community members in advocacy,
restoration and protection activities. Community engagement will be broken down by
program and output, target audience and location. . The goal is to direct appropriate
education and outreach crafted specifically for the target audience to achieve action by
these audience members. The long-term goal is to create a strong environmental ethos and
develop watershed stewards, who would bring their knowledge and understanding of the
importance of protecting and restoring water resources to all aspects of their life.
•
•
•

Conducting in-school presentations and programming
Organizing and participating in community events, activities, and volunteer
opportunities
Communicating to community members and volunteers
Raise awareness of youth and educators on watershed, water quality and water supply
issues facing their community. Increasing the knowledge of water pollution, restoration
and best management practices (BMPs) that can be applied to restore the health of the
rivers and groundwater within the watershed is of critical importance. Training youth on
the skills to install stormwater and agricultural BMPs is essential for success. The short
term goals are to: 1) build a partnership with school or community organization that will
develop into the installation of a green stormwater infrastructure (GSI), agricultural BMPs
or other water restoration projects on their properties and to 2) engage youth in a
stormwater management, agricultural BMP, or stream restoration project. All activities
were developed to achieve the long-term goal of creating a community that will value water
resource and continue to take actions to protect and preserve water quality and quantity in
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the future. Partners in the Lopatcong focus area include NJHC (Lopatcong Creek Initiative,
LCI) and TU; partners cluster wide include NJHC and ANJEC.
•

Paulins Kill watershed capacity building:
Support efforts to coordinate a partnership effort to engage new stakeholders, including
NGOs, private citizens, landowners, environmental commissions, and other municipal
officials, in watershed conservation efforts. Structured and coordinated engagement of
these parties would not just increase awareness of watershed issues, but would lead to
new investment in protecting and restoring the Paulins Kill watershed – effectively
advancing both DRWI’s water quality goals and TNC’s long-term watershed-wide
water quality and habitat goals to achieve a healthier Paulins Kill that is sustained by
the investment of ‘new’ and non-DRWI stakeholders within the next 6 to 10 years. The
partnership created to undertake this engagement will lean on existing NGO strengths
and skill sets; actions oriented toward securing additional and long-term future
watershed investment will include activities such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Participate in introductory workshops/meetings and agree upon watershed
goals and planned actions
Educate citizens on benefits of an effective, citizen-led, water focused
partnership
Strengthen and encourage collaboration between citizens, government,
non-profits, and local businesses
Acquire the scientific expertise and organizational stability to establish a
citizen-led monitoring program
Empower citizens to help improve local water quality by strengthening
stewardship education and practices
Hold peer-to-peer learning and opportunities such as Community Days for
citizen groups, Scouts, Environmental Committees/Commissions.
TNC, WRWMG, NJA and TU will work together on this initiative and
anticipate :
 At least 3 conservation partners coordinating efforts through agreedupon shared priority strategies.
 At least 6 watershed stakeholders participating in and contributing to
a river restoration/water quality partnership.
 At least 3 conservation partners involved with at least one other
organization in their planning, funding, or implementation of
conservation actions.
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2. Citizen Monitoring Engagement:
Lopatcong Focus Area
A citizen water quality monitoring program will be developed in the Lopatcong Watershed. It
is well established that when citizens collect meaningful baseline water quality and
communicate that data to local stakeholders, stewardship and decision-making can improve.
In order to accomplish this, the LCI coordinator will design a citizen monitoring training
program under MWA mentorship; MWA has had a successful citizen monitoring program
since 2007, and their Water Quality Program Coordinator is a member of the New Jersey Water
Quality Monitoring Council and a member of the New Jersey Watershed Watch Network, and
can provide contacts for further support and assistance. The LCI Coordinator will attend at
least 6 meetings in Phase 2 on various topics to further those goals. The citizen scientist
program will establish replicable training, activities, and public-facing events/campaigns
aimed at sharing local water quality results and applicable recommendations for improvement.
The goals are to 1) engage community members with in-stream monitoring to raise awareness
of local streams and rivers, the impacts of development and the importance of and the need for
protection of headwater streams in the Lopatcong focus area. 2) Increase knowledge of
community members in relation to watershed science, aquatic habitat and pollution and how
land-use planning and open space protection can make an impact on the quality of these
streams. 3) Train citizen monitors on water quality, aquatic biota and proper sampling
protocols, including bacteria monitoring.
MWA, which has a ten-year citizen science monitoring program “River Watcher,” will train
NJHC and volunteers. This will develop an cohort of active community members engaged in
stream monitoring, informed on stressors to streams, and willing and able to play a role in
protecting the communities' water resources. The stream data collected will provide baseline
data for smaller tributaries, can be used to direct planning and restoration efforts and can assist
in tracking measurable changes in stream health via the best management and restoration
strategies within the focus area.
•

Citizen Science Training - Train participants on water quality and aquatic biota and the
techniques collecting water quality data. Citizen scientist training will be conducted in
association with the Stroud Water Research Center, New Jersey Institute Technology
(NJIT) and Centenary Univeristy:
o
o
o
o

Develop Quality Assurance Project Plan (QAPPs) by participating Cluster partners.
Design monitoring protocols; select sampling locations.
Manage volunteer sampling schedules and sampling analysis, review data and
disseminate results to the public in a user friendly and meaningful way.
Partners participating are NJHC and MWA.
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3. Water User Education
Partner organizations (NJHC, ANJEC) seek to educate water users in the Lopatcong Creek
focus area about the need to protect water resources. The strategies include stormwater
management to protect waterways from stormwater runoff, septic system maintenance, and
citizens advocating for better policies to state and local government agencies and officials.
• Creation of traditional/social media to support community engagement and government
outreach
• Communications through traditional/social media campaigns (videos, articles, email,
social media campaigns, petitions).
4. Government Outreach
Educate and engage local government officials, regional planning entities, state and federal
agencies about the need to protect water resources during land use decisions and take a
leadership role in reducing nonpoint source pollution into the waterways. The goal is
modify or adopt new policies (codes, ordinances, laws, resolutions, plans, and financing
options), install projects to achieve these measures, and serve as a model for citizen
engagement.
•
•
•

Conduct workshops and host presentation to boards and commissions; participate in
community events.
Engage, empower, and develop Environmental Commissions.
Assist in review and revisions of ordinances: Priority ordinances and policy for review
include: Impervious Cover, Stormwater, Riparian Areas, Forest and Tree Protection,
Septic System Maintenance, Soil Disturbance, Site Disturbance, Erosion and Sediment
Control, Steep Slopes, Limestone Areas, Wellhead Protection, Open Space Trust
Funding, Well Testing and Septic System Management.
Local Policies: Assist in the review and revisions of ordinances – ANJEC, MWA and
NJHC will initially conduct a review and evaluation of local ordinances for
municipalities located in focal areas. This evaluation will help the Cluster partners
understand with more precision where new ordinances need to be adopted and/or
existing ordinances strengthened. There are broad outreach efforts proposed throughout
the Cluster Area by ANJEC and NJHC. In addition, there are areas targeted for
concentrated efforts in the Paulins Kill Lakes sub-focus area (ANJEC), Lopatcong
Creek (NJHC and ANJEC), and four communities around Hackettstown (MWA), the
area of highest impervious cover in the Musconetcong watershed (Hackettstown, Mt.
Olive Twp., Washington Twp. [Morris County], and Mansfield Twp.) Additionally,
local open space plans may be updated to include a water quality perspective for
communities in the Cluster. Partners participating include ANJEC, NJHC, and TLCNJ.
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a. Stormwater – multiple focus areas. Strengthening municipal stormwater
ordinances to include: enhanced implementation and monitoring
requirements for green infrastructure, redevelopment provisions for
stormwater management, and/or reduced threshold trigger requirements for
implementing stormwater management. Partners participating include
ANJEC, NJHC (LCI) and MWA.
Focus areas: Lower-Middle Musconetcong (Bethlehem, Holland, Lebanon,
Hackettstown, Mansfield Township, Washington Township [Morris] and
Mt. Olive Township), Paulins Kill: (Franklin and Sparta Townships),
Lopatcong (Pohatcong Greenwich, Phillipsburg, Lopatcong, and Harmony
Townships).
b. Stormwater – Hackettstown Area, Lower-Middle Musconetcong. The area
of largest impervious cover percentage (about 26%) in the Musconetcong
Watershed is the Hackettstown area, which includes 4 municipalities:
Hackettstown, Mt. Olive, Washington Twp (Morris), and Mansfield.
Reducing stormwater flow from this area, which includes the Musconetcong
River main stem, Hackery Brook, Trout Brook, and unnamed tributaries,
will reduce TSS from stormwater runoff; and approaches like green
infrastructure will increase groundwater infiltration. MWA also has a direct
line to municipal officials in these 4 communities through the appointed
municipal representatives on the Musconetcong River Management Council
(which implements the management plan for the Wild & Scenic status of the
Musconetcong River); one of these representatives is a Councilman from
Hackettstown. In these 4 municipalities, MWA plans to:






Review stormwater-related ordinances: a) stormwater, b) green
infrastructure, c) impervious cover, d) riparian zone. This is considered
four reviews, but may actually review up to 16 separate ordinances if all
4 towns have each of these ordinance types.
Identify through NJ Future (a pre-existing partner for on this work in this
area) and ANJEC, potential ordinances to introduce or ordinances to
revise. NJ Future is also providing matching fund support to conduct
green infrastructure demonstration and outreach projects.
Conduct outreach to municipal officials prior to presenting formally at 4
Council Meetings – one in each municipality). MWA anticipates that at
least two of these Hackettstown, Mt. Olive, Washington Twp-Morris,
and Mansfield municipalities will follow through to implement one
ordinance or revised ordinance concerning: a) stormwater, b) green
infrastructure, c) impervious cover, d) riparian zone.
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MWA will make a 5th formal presentation to the Musconetcong River
Management Council, which includes appointed representatives of: 1)
Allamuchy, 2) Byram, 3) Mt. Olive, 4) Hackettstown, 5) Mansfield, 6)
Lebanon Twp., 7) Washington Twp – Morris, 8) Washington Twp – Warren,
9) Franklin Twp – Warren, 10 Hampton Boro., 11) Bethlehem Twp., 12)
Bloomsbury, 13) Independence Twp. 14 ) Greenwich Twp.
MWA anticipates this above work to take 3 years and that the two ordinances
introduced will reduce erosion/TSS from stormwater. MWA will review
ANJEC resources on model ordinances and communicate with ANJEC on
municipal outreach.
c. Riparian buffer protection – Strengthening riparian buffer ordinances to
include no/reduced limits of disturbance for buffers that are at least as
protective as the 2008 Flood Hazard Area Protection Rules.
Focus areas: Lower-Middle Musconetcong (Bethlehem, Holland, Lebanon,
Hackettstown, Mansfield, Mt Olive, Washington [Morris County]
Townships), Paulins Kill (Franklin and Sparta Townships), Lopatcong
(Pohatcong, Greenwich, Phillipsburg, Lopatcong, and Harmony
Townships). Partners participating include ANJEC, NJHC (LCI) and MWA.
d. Septic systems – Build local official awareness of options for strengthened
ordinances to institutionalize responsible septic system maintenance and
management. Partners participating include ANJEC and NJHC (LCI).
Note: This is one of the most controversial local issues in New Jersey. We
will build education and support for ordinances for potential adoption in
DRWI Phase 3.
Focus areas: Lower-Middle Musconetcong (Bethlehem, Holland, Lebanon 3,
Hackettstown, Mansfield, Mt Olive, and Washington [Morris County]
Townships), Paulins Kill (Franklin and Sparta Townships), Lopatcong
(Pohatcong, Greenwich, Phillipsburg, Lopatcong, and Harmony
Townships).
o Establish regional Highlands Conference with Cluster-wide focus.
Cluster-wide annual conference bringing together government officials, members of the public,
professionals and the academic community, will include general and specific components of water-

3

Bethlehem, Holland, and Lebanon are located in the Lower-Middle Musconetcong watershed where bacterial
sampling indicates that human sources are the minority source of contamination. Because we have good working
relationships with municipal officials and continued maintenance of septic systems is important to protecting water
quality, officials from those communities will be invited to regional educational session on septic system
maintenance
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user education. Partners participating include NJHC (LCI) and ANJEC. All NJH Cluster
organizations are invited to participate, from tabling, to participating in a workshop.
State and federal policies: Partners will work on educating elected and appointed
officials about the importance of maintaining and implementing good policies that
protect our water resources. Such policies include the State Water Supply Plan, the
Federal Farm Bill, and New Jersey Highlands Act.
a. Encouraging Municipal Conformance to the Highlands Regional
Master Plan will be a focused strategy aimed at the 34 municipalities 4
with lands in the Highlands Planning Area, where Conformance is
voluntary. Affecting 183,632 acres, the stricter land use regulations
of the RMP that were crafted specifically to restore the region’s water
quality and quantity would go a long way towards that goal if
universally subscribed. Only 12 of these 34 municipalities have
chosen to conform. “Conformance” aligns multiple local municipal
codes with land use and water quality protection standards set by the
NJ Highlands Council. Very few of the conforming municipalities
have achieved “full conformance” by completing all conformance
modules and adopting all ordinances, master plan elements, and
resource management and protection plans. The current
administration in Trenton under Governor Chris Christie has not been
a supporter of any of the state planning initiatives, including the
mechanisms put in place in response to the Highlands Act. As a
result, the Highlands Council has neither actively encouraged
conformance nor set any goals toward full conformance for those
who have begun the process. However, increasing conformance is, in
effect, a method to address multiple municipal ordinances
simultaneously.
NJHC and ANJEC will review the status of conforming municipalities. Through
outreach to municipal officials and community engagement, NJHC and ANJEC
anticipate four conformance modules to be completed, which may include new,
first time petitions submitted to the Highlands Council for Conformance.
NJHC will draft and submit informed comments and provide testimony and
participate in stakeholder meetings on proposed NJDEP and other agency
regulations, and at other governmental jurisdictions as appropriate. NJHC will
inform DRWI Highlands Cluster partners about proposed regulatory actions that
may impede or accelerate our ability to achieve our shared goals. Cluster partners
4

These 34 municipalities are in the NJ Highlands Cluster, not limited to the boundaries of the focus areas.
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will be provided an opportunity to sign-on to specific comments and testimony as
the undersigned organizations working to restore water quality in the (named)
watersheds of the Delaware River Basin.
b. State and federal agricultural policies (see 5. Agriculture
Conservation Initiative below)
Cluster partners will work to influence the evolution of farmland preservation in
New Jersey to incorporate impervious surface restrictions and protections for soil
and water, and implement farmland conservation plans on preserved farms.
(NJCF).
5. Agriculture Conservation Initiative
Goal
The State Farmland Preservation Program should not only retain agriculture as an industry and
save land from residential development, but also protect soil and natural resources that impact
water quality. To accomplish this goal, our current farmland policies need to be reformed. As the
Cluster partner involved in farmland issues from both a land/easement acquisition and policy
perspective, NJCF is leading the actions to accomplish these changes.
NJCF has worked for decades to preserve New Jersey’s farmland through public policy and
through acquisition of land and easements.
We were one of the leaders in the establishment of the State Farmland Preservation Program in the
early 1980’s and assisted the development of County Agricultural Development Boards (CADBs).
We also published a newsletter about the Program and several NJCF staff have served as appointed
members of CADBs since the Program’s inception. The current Assistant Director and Director of
Statewide Land Acquisition at NJCF formerly held the position of Executive Director of the State
Farmland Program.
Throughout the Program’s history, NJCF has proactively addressed problems and barriers to the
Program’s success. Early on there was significant landowner skepticism about participating in the
Program. They were concerned that once the development rights were separated from the land, the
restricted property would no longer have resale value. To counter that perception, NJCF acquired
several farms, sold the development rights, and then sold the farms restricted for prices that
demonstrated that preserved land retained its value. The Program subsequently became very
popular – ultimately to the point where the landowner interest has exceeded the Program’s
capacity. When Salem County’s Program was getting started, a shortfall in local funds prevented
the Program from moving forward. NJCF covered the shortfall with funds from a William Penn
Foundation grant for two farms, and received additional restrictions protecting the natural
resources of the properties as donations from the landowners.
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For more than a decade we have advocated for changes in the standard Program easement
document that will protect natural resources on preserved farms, with great institutional resistance.
Establishing a limit on the amount of building or impervious coverage permitted by the easement
is critical to protecting the high quality soils and water resource values of the properties preserved
through the Program and to retaining the flexibility for many different types of agricultural
activities to occur on the properties in the future. In addition, there is a question about the tax
deductibility of easements that do not contain a restriction on building coverage and other
conservation protections. We countered the intransigence to change by using federal farm bill
funding that mandates an impervious surface restriction and other conservation measures. As an
organization we have expended $21 million dollars of funding in New Jersey preserving thousands
of acres of farmland with conservation provisions and leveraging a least $42 million dollars.
Moreover in 2016, NJCF in partnership with the William Penn Foundation, the Open Space
Institute and the State Agriculture Development Committee preserved a farm with a conservation
easement on 18 acres protecting a riparian area.
In DRWI Phase 1, with the support of the William Penn Foundation we worked to relaunch the
use of federal farm easement funding, which was stalled after passage of the 2014 farm bill. We
accomplished this by working with NRCS and the SADC to resolve easement terms, a necessary
first step.
The new federal Agricultural Conservation Easement contains additional protection for natural
resources including prohibition on sod farming and “ball and burlap” operations and requiring the
implementation of a conservation plan, as well as impervious cover restrictions. Some agricultural
entities and farmland owners have been hesitant to utilize the federal program because of these
new restrictions and a renewed effort is needed to encourage continued program participation.
Objectives
• To influence the evolution of farmland preservation in New Jersey to incorporate
impervious surface restrictions and protections for soil and water.
• To implement farm conservation plans on preserved farms.
• To advocate for retention of the farm conservation and funding provisions in the farm
bill that will be proposed during DRWI Phase 2 years 1-3.
Strategy
• Work with Cluster partners, the State Agricultural Development Committee, agricultural
boards and others to encourage the use of conservation requirements and deed of easement.
Work directly with landowners willing to accept the farm conservation restrictions.
• Apply for federal farm easement funding in each year of Phase 2 to bring leverage capital
to the Highlands Cluster, completing transactions and increase participation for Phase 2
years 3-6.
• Engage Cluster partners in implementing conservation plans and BMPs on preserved
farms.
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Achieving success in a change to state farmland policy during Phase 2 will enable farmland
protection projects, with conservation restrictions in place, to begin in the NJ Highlands Cluster
focus areas.
6. Reduced Nonpoint Source Pollution via Microbial Source Tracking
In New Jersey, the regulatory standard utilizes E. coli as an indicator for pathogens in
freshwater streams. Bacteria such as E. coli can occur from a number of sources, each of which
has a different stressor, strategy, practice, and outcome. For restoration, E. coli is too broad a
measure to identify the cause of the high bacteria level, and only provides a total count of
harmful bacteria. Microbial Source Tracking is used to identify bacteria sources by assessing
the relative share of fecal bacteria from a variety of sources. Microbial Source Tracking
provides information useful for working landscape restoration activities. For example,
bacterial results are a more immediate measure of project activities and can be used iteratively
in project management, and for project prioritization and election on impacted streams.
Without Microbial Source Tracking, the NJ Highlands Cluster would be unable to identify
bacterial sources by source type and would be unable to indicate the outcomes of restoration
activities intended to lower bacterial levels.
Lower-Middle Musconetcong Focus Area
The Musconetcong River has a TMDL for bacteria in the lower section of the river. Prior
to Phase 1, work funded by North Jersey Resource Conservation & Development
(NJRC&D) identified extremely high E. coli counts on several tributaries to the
Musconetcong, including West Portal Creek, Turkey Hill Brook, and Shurts Road
tributary, as well as several other tributaries, and identified the presence of human and
bovine DNA markers using MST. This led to the successful application for 319(h) funds
for non-point source pollution control from NJDEP-allocated Clean Water Act funding. In
addition, MWA and NJRC&D identified and prioritized sites for agricultural restoration
activities, and NJRC&D began installing agricultural BMPs according to MST findings;
for example, restoration activities were targeted to cattle farms on West Portal Creek due
to the presence of cow bacteria markers. Funding for continued monitoring was not covered
under 319(h) during the initial project phase.
Phase 1 funding allowed MWA to partner with Montclair State University to assess
bacterial sources from human, livestock (cows, horses, pigs), and wildlife (deer, geese),
under the Advancing the Science strategy in the Lower Musconetcong. Through using a
combination of E. coli counts and MST methodologies, MWA identified a decline in
bacteria levels on farms prioritized farms for agricultural restoration activities,
accompanied by a low percentage of bovine marker. In addition, human sources were
found at consistent low levels that did not indicate hotspots from towns with a high number
of septic systems (e.g., Hampton Borough, Bloomsbury) as presumed at the outset of Phase
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1, which had proposed significant septic owner outreach activities in medium-density
towns with only private septic systems. Surprisingly, the major (40-60%) source of bacteria
came from Canada geese and deer. This suggests land management and biological controls
as future water quality management needs. From the Phase 1 MST results, we were able to
1) identify key agricultural bacteria sources on West Portal Creek and adopt practices that
nearly eliminated cow markers and reduce total E. coli counts from 10,000 CTU to under
1000 CFU (90% reduction), 2) prioritize Phase 2 to agricultural restoration and reduce
emphasis on septic owner outreach, and 3) build evidence for potential future de-listing of
the Musconetcong River bacteria TMDL.
In Phase 2, key stressors for bacteria in working landscapes in the Lower-Middle
Musconetcong relate to: nutrient management, livestock and farm management, water
runoff management from agriculture, and farmed riparian areas. Microbial Source
Tracking provides baselines assessments to DRWI partners to identify landowners for
outreach and technical assistance, and provides a baseline measure for assessing project
outcomes. The results from this type of water quality evaluation 1) are used iteratively in
project selection and project assessment providing better understanding of practitioners of
most effective options, and 2) also go “double-duty” by providing useful information to
water quality regulators, like the NJDEP. The ultimate outcome is reduced non-point
source pollution in a measurable percent reduction related to watershed health. For
example, in the case of West Portal Creek, the primary results of 90% E. coli reduction,
and near elimination of cow fecal bacteria markers, is an incredible validating measure of
DRWI’s impact. In Phase 2, Microbial Source Tracking is to be continued on West Portal
Creek to validate preliminary results, and be replicated in use on Turkey Hill Brook and
Shurts Road Tributary, both of which have high bacteria counts and a variety of agricultural
and non-agricultural uses that can contribute to bacterial contamination.
Partners participating include MWA and NJRC&D.
Cluster-wide strategy: Municipal Education
Conference Features
The New Jersey Highlands Coalition with support from ANJEC will spearhead the organization
of a Cluster-wide conference featuring the benefits, challenges, funding, and how-to of Cluster
partners’ projects throughout the New Jersey Highlands. The conference audience will primarily
be local decision-makers who serve on municipal, county, and regional bodies, members of the
academic community in disciplines appropriate to the Cluster’s work, professionals and interested
members of the public.
The conference is intended to help brand the Highlands Cluster, its partner organizations and the
DRWI, to further unify the collaboration in a highly visible and tangible public presence.
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Proposals for workshops will be solicited from all Cluster partners and other partners in the DRWI
area. The event will be held in a central location, ideally Centenary University in Hackettstown.
Enhancing the knowledge of new and experienced environmental commissioners in the Highlands
Cluster, with a particular emphasis on water resource protection will result in a better institutional
climate for water resources protection through better land use planning, open space planning
acquisition and stewardship, better site design (including green stormwater) and environmental
management (stormwater and septic systems). Institutionalizing water resources protection at the
local level will be enhanced so as to operate without constant intervention.
Informed and well operated environmental commissions are an essential component in the
operation and reform of the local land use framework. Within the multi-state DRWI area only New
Jersey has statutorily authorized local entities (Environmental Commissions - ECs) that are
advisory bodies solely dedicated to local environmental protection. ECs may be established by
local ordinance but their establishment is not mandatory. Many municipalities in the Cluster
currently do not have environmental commissions and others have commissions that are
functioning poorly and have had their budgets reduced or eliminated. The powers and duties of
ECs are described in two pieces of legislation, the enabling statute, N.J.S.A 40:56A, and the
MLUL.

General Program Track
Special workshop topics for the Highlands Cluster effort will include: Stewardship of Municipal
Open Space, Septic System Management, Protection of Water Resources and Green Stormwater
Infrastructure (with Rutgers Cooperative Extension, Water Resources Program). Additional
workshop topics will be solicited from Cluster partners and selected by ANJEC/NJHC.
The conference will be written up in the NJ Highlands Coalition newsletter and the ANJEC Report,
(ANJEC’s quarterly magazine) and distributed statewide. All presentations will be posted on the
ANJEC website. Advance publicity will be through direct mail, e-notice to Cluster area
municipalities, press release and social media and posting on Basecamp. The general public, the
partner organizations, municipal and county governments, will be invited to attend. Evaluations
will be collected and results compiled. Video recording will be explored.
Communications
The NJ Highlands Cluster has retained the services of Resource Media to complete a targeted
messaging/branding identity workplan for our Cluster as we move from Phase 1 to Phase 2. The
initial workshop for this campaign was held on June 22, 2017 and attended by Cluster partners and
their communication teams. Our communications plan will include: (1) elements of DRWI,
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Cluster, and project promotion to a variety of audiences, and (2) coordination with the Kirkwood
- Cohansey Cluster communication efforts through SaveH2ONJ in an effort to leverage resources
and promote greater public awareness of actions needed to protect water resources in both the
Highlands and the Pinelands.
In the Phase 2 budget, ANJEC, MWA, NJHC, NJRC&D, TLC-NJ, TNC, and WRWMG are
implementing the communications plan for the Cluster through the development of outreach
materials and story building with GIS mapping and digital story telling for communicating our
Cluster’s success stories. This work will be done in coordination with the surveys to be completed
by the Coordinating Committee for measuring changes in behaviors and attitudes in the DRWI.
The Communications Plan will be more fully developed this fall based on recently received
guidance from the Coordinating Committee.
Summary
An integral part of our work in the NJ Highlands Cluster is how our Phase 2 complementary
strategies will build on what was accomplished in Phase 1 and, correspondingly, lays the
groundwork for Phase 3. In the NJ Highlands Cluster this will be accomplished as follows:
 Build on outreach, education, community engagement and technical assistance begun
in Phase 1, specifically with regards to stormwater management, green infrastructure
improvements, and agricultural BMPs, and adjust septic system efforts in relationship
to Phase 1 MST results.
 Strengthen and expand upon relationships with officials established in Phase 1, and
incorporate DRWI initiatives into pre-existing policy forums, such as the
Musconetcong River Management Council.
 Expand on Phase 1 work by including riparian buffer protections.
 Increase and support communications Cluster-wide, supporting outreach on restoration,
preservation, and complementary strategies activities in Phase 2, which address the
limited communications capacity observed in Phase 1.
 Build towards Phase 3 by initiating Cluster-wide strategic messaging and targeted
communications efforts as well as educational opportunities through annual conference
for local officials to learn about success and opportunities to engage in DRWI Cluster
work moving forward.
 Through Microbial Source Tracking, develop evidence to be used to inform NJDEP of
the potential to revise the bacteria TMDL for the Lower-Middle Musconetcong, while
also developing complementary data to target agricultural restoration and municipal
outreach activities during Phase 2.
Complementary strategies are intended to aggregate, synergize and/or leverage the capital
strategies efforts. In the NJ Highlands Cluster:
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 The vast majority of complementary strategies work is concentrated in the focal areas
where restoration and land preservation work is planned.
 Additional complementary strategy work is planned to embrace the entire Cluster and
amplify success and lessons learned work done in the focal areas through
communications efforts and the conference.
 Through our government outreach strategies of commenting on rule proposals,
participating in the Highlands Council's public process and through promotion of
municipal conformance to the Highlands RMP, the development opportunities for large
parcels will be reduced by zoning and regulation, making land protection a more
feasible alternative.
Our Cluster expects to see the following outcomes in terms of behavioral or attitude changes, as a
result of these strategies:
 Through municipal outreach, we expect officials to adopt a more willing attitude
towards improved implementation and adoption of strengthened local water protection
ordinances by introducing new ordinances during Phase 2 as outlined in Appendix C:
Complementary Strategy Metrics.
 In focus areas, such as Lopatcong Creek, that have not had any organized environmental
presence, such as a watershed association, through community engagement strategies
community members will learn about how their day-to-day behaviors impact water
quality. Also, MWA will transfer knowledge of running a citizen science program for
the past ten years by training LCI on citizen science program development and
volunteer recruitment. By promoting a watershed ethic, we can anticipate behavioral
changes that will be reflected in both water quantity and quality improvements.
 Through proposed community engagement strategies, the capital strategies work of our
Cluster partners will be better understood, appreciated and in some cases, stewarded,
with an improved outlook for projects’ long term successes.
 Through the Agriculture Conservation Initiative , we expect NJ farm preservation to
adopt a more willing attitude towards improved conservation easements and improved
agricultural BMPs.
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5. Metrics
Performance and Outcome Metrics
The Performance and Outcome Metrics for the NJ Highlands Cluster are included as Appendix
B of the Action Plan.
Complementary Strategies Metrics
The Complementary Strategy Metrics for the NJ Highlands Cluster are included as Appendix C
of the Action Plan.
NJ Highlands Cluster Monitoring Plan
The NJ Highlands Cluster Outcome Metrics Committee developed the Monitoring Plan
(Appendix D) to accompany the Cluster’s Action Plan. Outcome metrics can be found in
Appendix B: Performance and Outcome Metrics. The Monitoring Plan was developed in
accordance with the guidance documents provided by William Penn Foundation and with frequent
communication with the Academy of Natural Sciences (ANS) and the Stroud Water Resource
Center (Stroud).
The Committee met five times and used maps, SRAT data, NJDEP AMNET data, Model My
Watershed, past monitoring data and experience, and our available baseline data, including Citizen
Science data (e.g., Shurts Road), to develop the Monitoring Plan. We created a monitoring plan
for each focus area with sites, parameters and sampling frequency designed to measure the priority
stressors, strategies and expected outcomes in that area. A full discussion of stressors, strategies
and outcomes appears in the Action Plan.
This Monitoring Plan represents a decrease in the number of monitoring sites in the NJH Cluster
from 26 sites in Phase 1 to 21 sites in Phase 2. Of the 21 sites, 15 are TNC/MWA sampling sites,
5 are ANS Integrative Sites and 1 is modeling only.
The sites that are not monitored by ANS or Stroud will be monitored by The Nature Conservancy
(TNC) or the Musconetcong Watershed Association (MWA); each organization has the technical
ability to perform the work assigned as noted in the Plan. We have requested that Stroud perform
the macroinvertebrate sampling throughout the NJH Cluster. This request was made at the May 5
meeting and again in a follow-up email on May 9, 2017. We have prepared our budget assuming
that Stroud will sample for macroinvertebrates and analyze the samples and therefore no costs
associated with that analysis are in our budget.
In Phase 2, monitoring sites are located at the outlets of focus areas where practical and logical.
In certain cases, locations are not at the outlets. These decisions were discussed with ANS and
Stroud as per Phase 2 Action Plan Guidance, August 5, 2016. “In some cases, in collaboration with
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ANS and Stroud, we may choose to monitor sites closer to an individual project as well as at the
focus area outlet.”
Linking Outcome Metrics to Performance Metrics
The Performance Metrics in the NJH Cluster Restoration areas include targets for Agricultural
Restoration (various BMPs), Buffers, Wetlands Enhancement (not restricted to agricultural lands),
Floodplain Restoration and Reforestation, Stormwater Restoration (including green
infrastructure), and Forest Management/Stewardship. Performance metric targets are also set for
the Protection areas in the Paulins Kill, Lower-Middle Musconetcong and Lopatcong and in two
focus areas, the Upper Musconetcong and Beaver Brook-Middle Pequest, where Land Protection
is the only strategy.
We have chosen a standard suite of water quality parameters including temperature, dissolved
oxygen and nutrients, and visual habitat assessments that we consider to be useful indicators of
ecologic condition; these parameters are important to maintain at current levels in protection areas
and will provide meaningful measurements of the changes we expect to see as a result of our
chosen restoration strategies over time. We are also proposing to add macroinvertebrates (by
Stroud) and diatoms (by ANS) at some sites for the same purpose.
We have included TN and TP to serve as baseline data throughout the focus areas where restoration
strategies are being monitored; however, many of our stream reaches are impaired for sediment
and bacteria so we will be focusing on moving the metric for TSS reductions. With guidance from
ANS and Stroud, and after a study of SRAT information for our focus areas, we have decided to
pay special attention to Total Suspended Solids (TSS) as an indicator. Elevated TSS levels are the
result of increased soil erosion, stormwater runoff and discharges, stirred bottom sediments
(bedload), bacteria or algae. We used SRAT, Model My Watershed, expert consultations and
standardized outcomes for agricultural BMP implementation to determine best estimates of TSS
reductions for each specific stream reach.
A decrease in TSS will be an indicator of successful agricultural BMPs, buffer installations,
stormwater restoration projects and forest stewardship work. The Cluster prioritized TSS, because
TSS is frequently monitored at or near impairment levels in our region, while nitrogen and
phosphorous levels are generally observed below impairment levels and frequently are below the
detection limit of methods used by our certified laboratories. In addition, in Phase 2, the Cluster
and ANS will work together to improve the TSS model in SRAT using Cluster data.
The high frequency of TSS sampling in the first year, Year 5 of the Phase 1/Phase 2 timeframe,
will be used to help MWA and TNC establish a rating curve so that going forward we can estimate
TSS from our turbidity readings and avoid more frequent and costly laboratory analysis of TSS.
Both parameters provide a measure of suspended solids levels in the river, but turbidity
measurements having the benefit of automated sampling. TSS samples will be taken at the same
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time and location as the turbidity samples throughout Year 5. Once turbidity levels have been
calibrated against TSS results we can begin to use turbidity measurements as a surrogate for TSS
concentrations.
Please note, the Monitoring Plan includes several additional monitoring points in the LowerMiddle Musconetcong that are not part of our Cluster monitoring per se but are included to provide
a complete picture of the scientific monitoring taking place. At these locations, the MWA will
identify and/or quantify the sources of bacteria on three waterbodies that currently have bacteria
TMDLs by using Microbial Source Tracking methodologies, including qPCR and a human/nonhuman quantitative method. For metrics on this complementary strategy, Reducing Nonpoint
Source Pollution via Microbial Source Tracking, see Appendix C: Complementary Strategy
Metrics. In addition, in the Lopatcong Focus Area, as part of a NJHC Citizen Monitoring
Engagement complementary strategy, there will be bacteria sampling using methods
recommended by Stroud.
The purpose of the bacteria study is to develop information useful for NJDEP regarding revision
of the bacteria TMDL for the Lower-Middle Musconetcong, and targeting restoration and
municipal outreach efforts during Phase 2. By using necessary quality assurance measures,
sampling frequency, and methods, the study will provide sufficient data to meet statistical
requirements for removing the waterbodies from the NJDEP 303(d) list. The study is expected to
be of sufficient scientific rigor for publication in a peer-reviewed journal.
In addition to monitoring costs, our Monitoring Plan Budget includes the support of a Data
Coordinator for the Cluster. This role answers a need expressed by several of the partners.
Cluster Data Coordinator will:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Identify/construct a database to contain Cluster data types (i.e. biological,
bacteriological, chemical, visual habitat)
Coordinate between data producers (TNC, MWA, ANS, Stroud)
Interface with Stroud and ANS regarding relevant data annually or as required
Troubleshoot data issues
Prepare graphs, perform basic analysis, interpretation to communicate results
Produce summaries as needed for Cluster meetings on a quarterly or as needed basis
Produce data report for annual report for MWA and TNC
Attend GIS, SRAT and relevant trainings
Attend Winter Gathering

With collaboratively-established and stream-lined monitoring points, deliberately determined
parameters and methods, and a designated person to coordinate, manage, and communicate data,
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our plan for monitoring outcome metrics should help to both inform project work and indicate
progress toward our goals over time.
The Monitoring Sites Map is included in the Maps section of the Action Plan.
The detailed Monitoring Plan for the NJ Highlands Cluster is included as Appendix D of the
Action Plan.
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6. CLUSTER TEAM AND EXTERNAL PARTNERS
New Jersey Highlands Cluster Team
Cluster Team
Partners
Association of
New Jersey
Environmental
Commissions
(ANJEC)

Hunterdon Land
Trust (HLT)

Musconetcong
Watershed
Association
(MWA)

New Jersey
Highlands
Coalition (NJHC)

Organization
Strengths

How organization will achieve Cluster’s
Phase 2 goals
Implement complementary strategies including
municipal education, support for stronger
Municipal education
municipal policies and best management
and advancement of
practices for stormwater management, riparian
municipal policy and
buffer protection, flood hazard reduction, water
best management
supply protection, water conservation, and
practices
enhanced
management
of
conservation
easements.
Complete land protection projects in the
Land Acquisition,
protection strategy areas of the Lower-Middle
Musconetcong focus area; collaborate with
habitat restoration
Cluster and external land protection partners
Coordinate restoration in Shurts Road tributary.
Watershed planning, Support NJRC&D-led restoration in West Portal
community
Creek and Turkey Hill Brook and develop West
engagement,
Portal Creek success story for outreach materials.
education and
Provide project-level GIS mapping. Evaluate
outreach, citizen
bacterial sources for targeting agricultural
science, policy,
restoration. Conduct landowner and stakeholder
restoration (including outreach in Lower-Middle Musconetcong
restoration area. Build support for introduction of
dam removals),
monitoring, cultural at least 2 stormwater ordinances and apply for a
restoration
project
in
the
and historic resource floodplain
Hackettstown area. Provide monitoring support
management
to the Cluster.
Through Lopatcong Creek Initiative (LCI):
Engage community stakeholders, public and
private.
Support
Cluster
partners
in
implementation of the Phase 2 Plan, in generating
opportunities for restoration and protection,
utilize complementary strategies to provide
technical assistance and training and promote
Policy, community
municipal code improvements. Work with
engagement
external partners (RCEWRP) to promote green
infrastructure, stormwater BMPs, and project
implementation. Continue to promote a healthy
watershed ethic and raise public awareness to
encourage necessary behavior changes and
improved stewardship. Ongoing outreach to
enhance the value, exposure, and longevity of our
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Cluster Team
Partners

Organization
Strengths

NJ Audubon (NJA)

Agricultural
management,
restoration, habitat
management

New Jersey
Conservation
Foundation (NJCF)

Land acquisition,
policy, conservation
planning

North Jersey
Resource
Conservation &
Development
(NJ RC&D)

Watershed planning,
restoration,
agricultural
management

How organization will achieve Cluster’s
Phase 2 goals
combined project work. Commenting on NJDEP,
State and Federal agency rule proposals that
either accelerate or impede achievement of the
Cluster’s water quality goals. Participate in the
Highlands Council’s public processes to the same
end, and encourage municipal conformance to
the water quality goals of the Highlands Regional
Master Plan.
NJ Audubon will build on our previous success
by advancing synergistic conservation strategies
based on adaptive management that results in
restoration or enhancement of habitat and
improvement of water quality. This includes, but
is not limited to, continuing to collaborate with
Cluster partners; implementing conservation
practices and enrolling landowners and producers
into federal conservation programs for both
agricultural and forest stewardship BMPs;
providing technical assistance based on NRCS
and USFWS conservation practice guidance;
utilizing NJA additional secured funding sources
to continue to provide materials, design and labor
for restoration efforts; using alternative
technologies to facilitate nutrient removal which
provides duel benefits for wildlife habitat
connectivity/restoration and water quality
improvement; working with and maintaining
relationships with external partner groups such as
NJ Youth Corps and applicable governmental
agencies, and use of current NJA micro-finance
loans and minimal tillage equipment for
applicable projects.*
Complete capital land protection projects in focus
areas; influence the evolution of farm protection
in NJ to include permanent enforceable
conservation restrictions Cluster wide; advocate
for funding for Farm Bill conservation programs
and LWCF.
Coordinate with Cluster partners to complete
agricultural and floodplain restoration projects
and
initiatives
in
the
Lower-Middle
Musconetcong and Lopatcong focus areas. Work
with External Partners to leverage resources.
Implement conservation practices and enroll
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Cluster Team
Partners

Sussex County
Municipal Utilities
Authority Wallkill River
Watershed
Management
Group (SCMUA
WRWMG)

The Land
Conservancy of
New Jersey
(TLC-NJ)

The Nature
Conservancy
(TNC)

Trout Unlimited
(TU)

Organization
Strengths

How organization will achieve Cluster’s
Phase 2 goals
producers into federal conservation programs for
Agricultural BMPs. Provide technical assistance
based on NRCS conservation practice guidance.
Coordinate restoration projects and initiatives
Watershed planning, (floodplain, stormwater, and agricultural) in the
restoration, education Paulins Kill focus areas. Work with partners
and outreach;
(public, private, and non-profit) to secure and
agricultural planning, leverage resources for project implementation.
Serve as a key local liaison for outreach to and
management, and
BMP implementation engagement of community residents and
stakeholders.
Complete land protection projects in the
protection strategy areas of the Cluster focus
areas, particularly in the Upper Musconetcong,
Land Protection,
Beaver Brook, and Paulins Kill. Work with our
Project Management, partners on riparian and forest restoration on
GIS mapping,
priority protection parcels. Complete Cluster GIS
conservation
mapping for project management and
planning and policy communication. Coordination and management
for matching funding of the Cluster’s Phase 2 implementation plan.
Work with towns and counties in the Cluster to
develop watershed protection plans for open
space preservation and policy planning.
Complete land protection projects in Bobcat
Alley (Paulins Kill) to maintain healthy forested
headwaters. Reforest deforested floodplains in
Conservation
the Upper Paulins Kill and Restoration Alley and
planning, freshwater
advance floodplain/river restoration at Hyperecosystem planning
Humus. Provide leadership in strategic
and restoration, land
prioritization and assessment of Cluster work and
acquisition
support new leadership in Cluster coordination.
Monitor the Paulins Kill focus areas as
determined by the monitoring plan.
Complete watershed restoration projects within
restoration strategy areas of the Cluster focus
areas. Work with volunteers and partners on
riparian and stream conservation efforts and on
public and landowner outreach/education in
Stream restoration
priority restoration and protection areas. Solicit
additional funding for conservation projects.
Provide monitoring tools and data collection.
Share knowledge and expertise to strengthen the
partner capacity
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External Partners

External Partner

Public,
Private,
Nonprofit

National Fish and
Wildlife Foundation
(NFWF)

Public

NJDEP

Public

NJDEP Green Acres

Public

NJDEP Wetlands
Mitigation Council
NJ Highlands
Council

Public
Public

NJ Youth Corps

Public

NJDEP/Americorp
Watershed
Ambassadors

Public

Rutgers Cooperative
Extension-Water
Resource Program
(RCEWRP)
NJDA SADC

Organization Strength
Supports conservation efforts to protect and
restore our nation’s fish, wildlife, plants and
habitat. Conservation grant maker
Manage natural resources, pollution
prevention, environmental management
strategies
Funding and support to preserve open space
and recreational areas
Monetary contributions /land donations for
mitigation purposes
Land protection (TDR program), scientific
analysis
Municipal and county support through
contracted services. Contracted with NJA
through NFWF funding to work on private
lands
Promotes watershed stewardship through
education and direct community involvement.
Monitors stream health through visual and
biological assessments.

Role(s) in implementing the Plan

Funding

Funding and technical support

Yes

Funding and technical support

Yes

Funding (protection, restoration)

Yes

Partner on wetlands and stream restoration
projects

Yes

Funding and technical support

Yes

Partner on restoration projects

Partner on restoration projects

Public

Identifies and addresses community water
source issues by using sustainable, science
based solutions

Stormwater, Green Infrastructure

Public

Farmland preservation, grant funding

Funding (farmland)
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Yes

External Partner

Public,
Private,
Nonprofit

US Fish and
Wildlife Service
(USFWS)

Public

USGS

Public

Organization Strength
Financial and technical assistance to private
landowners, municipal and NGOs for
conservation efforts; Habitat management
(especially for threatened and endangered
species), ecosystem restoration
Scientific data, tools, and monitoring about the
Earth and its processes - climate, water, natural
resources

Role(s) in implementing the Plan

Funding

Partner on restoration projects, funding

Yes

Technical Support, expertise in karst geology
Technical support, Partner on agricultural and
forest stewardship BMPs, restoration projects,
funding
Technical support, Partner on agricultural
BMPs, riparian restoration projects, funding
Coordinates watershed management with
municipalities, counties, 3 state agencies,
Delaware River Basin Commission, National
Park Service

USDA-NRCS

Public

Financial and technical assistance to farmers
for conservation efforts

USDA-FSA

Public

Financial and technical assistance to farmers
for conservation efforts

Musconetcong River
Management
Council

Public

Protection of the Musconetcong River

Counties (Sussex,
Warren, Morris, and
Hunterdon)

Public

Local government policy, community
engagement, acquisition of lands

Partner on land acquisitions, community
engagement/property access

Municipalities

Public

Local government policy, community
engagement, acquisition of lands for open
space and recreation
Normanoch Association - Culvers Lake, Lake
Owassa, Kemah Lake , Crandon Lakes
Advocate for the protection of the
Musconetcong river through community
outreach and education

Partner on land acquisition and stormwater
projects, community engagement/property
access
Partners on stormwater projects, community
engagement/property access

Paulins Kill Lake
Associations
Friends of the
Musconetcong

Non-profit
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Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

External Partner

NJ Future
Ridge and Valley
Conservancy
Ducks Unlimited
Corporate Wetlands
Restoration
Partnership
NJ Tree Foundation
Princeton Hydro
Lake Hopatcong
Foundation
Victoria Foundation
Trust for Public
Land (TPL)
Montclair State?

Public,
Private,
Nonprofit

Organization Strength

Role(s) in implementing the Plan

Non-profit

Promotes redevelopment, land and waterway
protection, enhanced transportation choices
thru policy development, advocacy, technical
assistance

Stormwater, Green Infrastructure

Non-profit

Preserve land, assist in stewardship

Partner on protection projects

Non-profit

Habitat management and restoration

Partner on restoration projects

Private-public
initiative

Restoration, preservation of wetland and
aquatic habitat ONLY for lands that are public

Partner on restoration projects. Funding

Yes

Non-profit
Private

Restoration
Ecological and engineering consulting

Partner on restoration projects
Partner on restoration projects

Yes

Non-profit

Watershed organization

Restoration, stormwater

Private

Funding

Non-profit

Land acquisition

Protection
The Trust for Public Land conserves working
farms, and forests; lands of historical and
cultural importance; rivers, streams, coasts, and
watersheds; and other special places.

Monitoring (Citizen Science)

Potential funding American Rivers, NJ Forest Service, LWCF, Private foundations
organization:
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Funding

Yes
Yes

7. Financial Plan and Budget
7. Financial Plan and Budget
The New Jersey Highlands Cluster based its Phase 2 Budget on the metrics we will be working
towards achieving. Our Cluster integrated our performance metrics with organizational projects
and strategies, which resulted in a collaborative effort to support each other’s work to achieve
success in the Cluster. As a basis, we looked at our Phase 1 budgets to determine scope and scale
of work achieved in the first three years:
WPF January 2014
Operational Grant
Award for NJ Highlands
Cluster (Phase 1)

NEW JERSEY HIGHLANDS CLUSTER

Association of New Jersey Environmental Commissions

$

83,316.00

Hunterdon Land Trust

$

33,000.00

Musconetcong Watershed Association

$

351,139.00

New Jersey Audubon Society

$

90,200.00

New Jersey Conservation Foundation

$

187,451.00

New Jersey Highlands Coalition

$

193,316.00

North Jersey Resource Conservation & Development

$

332,266.00

The Land Conservancy of New Jersey

$

68,200.00

The Nature Conservancy

$

394,150.00

Trout Unlimited

$

8,300.00

Wallkill River Watershed Management Group

$

63,580.00

$

1,804,918.00

Subtotal:

Using an iterative process involving a subcommittee of five organizations, our Cluster discussed
a variety of methodologies and modeling methods to determine the basis for determining the Phase
2 budget for the Highlands Cluster. We studied the performance metrics our organizations have
identified for the Cluster, the cost of monitoring our work, the size of the focus areas, the number
of projects, and the types of strategies to be used. Our Cluster agreed to the following:
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-

-

-

-

-

10% of our budget (up to $180,492) is to be earmarked for monitoring.
The total set aside for monitoring was $173,910 and will be done by MWA and TNC.
Note: At the request of the WPF, each organization in our Cluster set aside a portion
of their budget for cost of reporting their performance metrics. This was included under
our outcome metrics in the budget template for a total of $195,547.
6% of our remaining budget (up to $162,443) is to be earmarked for cluster
collaboration, to be split evenly among the eleven organizations: $14,767 per
organization.
Note: Following the submittal of our June 14th budget, NJH revised this to agree that
each organization would receive no more than $13,267 for collaboration. For meeting
coordination, our Cluster agreed to set aside $16,000 for organizations to be
responsible for facilitating our meetings and $9,000 for serving as liaison to the
William Penn Foundation/Coordinating Committee. The organizations agreed to set
aside funding for GIS mapping and analysis (TLC-NJ) as part of the collaboration.
$109,000 is to be used for communications by the cluster to help support our
complementary strategies, tell our story, produce and distribute materials including
graphic and other visual media, and implement the recommendations of Resource
Media.
The balance of our pooled funds from the development of the Phase 2 Plan, as agreed
upon by the contributing organizations, is to be earmarked to Phase 2 project
implementation for those contributing organization, based upon the percent they
earmarked towards these funds, a total of $30,123.
Two organizations have other organizations bundled as part of their administrative
responsibility for the Cluster, each receiving $7,500 for this additional responsibility:
o NJRC&D (TU is bundled) - $7500
o TNC (WRWMG is bundled) - $7500
Note: HLT in Phase 2 will no longer be bundled with NJCF and the $7500 which
was earmarked to NJCF for this purpose has instead been allocated to HLT.

Our Phase 2 Budget totals $1,996,844.
NEW JERSEY HIGHLANDS CLUSTER

Phase 2 Budget

Association of New Jersey Environmental Commissions

$

127,436

Hunterdon Land Trust

$

57,963

Musconetcong Watershed Association

$

367,550

New Jersey Audubon Society

$

183,360

New Jersey Conservation Foundation

$

201,177
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NEW JERSEY HIGHLANDS CLUSTER

Phase 2 Budget

New Jersey Highlands Coalition

$

184,997

North Jersey Resource Conservation & Development

$

269,691

The Land Conservancy of New Jersey

$

164,389

The Nature Conservancy

$

300,620

Trout Unlimited

$

24,369

Wallkill River Watershed Management Group

$

115,290

$

1,996,844 5

Subtotal:

As part of the Phase 2 Plan, we developed a series of workgroups focused on strategy and
geographies. We will continue to meet in those workgroups as we move to project implementation
in Phase 2.
For our cluster, seven organizations will be sharing the communications plan. ANJEC and NJHC
will be focusing on implementation of complementary strategies both within and outside of the
focus areas, MWA and NJRC&D will be identifying resources for communicating Phase 1
successes on West Portal Creek and the implementation of stormwater best practices for the
Lower-Middle Musconetcong, TNC and WRWMG are centering their communications on
building watershed capacity in the Paulins Kill, and TLC-NJ will be providing the GIS support for
both our cluster’s performance metrics and in using the maps to support the success stories of the
NJ Highlands Cluster and the DRWI.

NEW JERSEY HIGHLANDS CLUSTER

Association of New Jersey Environmental
Commissions

Cluster
Communications

$

Cluster
Monitoring

14,000.00

Hunterdon Land Trust

Note: Due to rounding, the Budget Template total is $1,996,844. Adding the organization budgets in a static
spreadsheet totals $1,996,842.
5
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Cluster
Communications

NEW JERSEY HIGHLANDS CLUSTER

Musconetcong Watershed Association

$

15,700.00

New Jersey Highlands Coalition

$

41,142.00

North Jersey Resource Conservation & Development

$

5,500.00

The Land Conservancy of New Jersey

$

23,158.00

The Nature Conservancy

$

4,500.00

$

5,000.00

Cluster
Monitoring

$ 120,488.00

New Jersey Audubon Society
New Jersey Conservation Foundation

$ 52,922.00

Trout Unlimited
Wallkill River Watershed Management Group

In the NJ Highlands Cluster 29% of the budgeted funds will be going towards protection, 48% for
restoration (both agricultural and floodplain), 4% for stormwater, and 20% towards
complementary strategies.
Strategy
NEW JERSEY HIGHLANDS
CLUSTER

Protection

Restoration

Association of New Jersey
Environmental Commissions
Hunterdon Land Trust

Stormwater Complementary
$

79,965

$

63,488

$37,036

Musconetcong Watershed
Association

$ 151,330

New Jersey Audubon Society

$ 151,803
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Strategy
NEW JERSEY HIGHLANDS
CLUSTER

New Jersey Conservation
Foundation

Protection

Restoration

Stormwater Complementary

$176,521

$

New Jersey Highlands Coalition

$ 112,145

North Jersey Resource
Conservation & Development

$ 240,146

The Land Conservancy of New
Jersey

$113,816

The Nature Conservancy

$80,000

Trout Unlimited
Wallkill River Watershed
Management Group

Subtotal:

9,000

$ 407,373

$ 98,000

$

13,225

$

$

790

8,731

$ 30,008

$ 52,500

$ 680,019

$ 52,500

$

-

$ 278,612

Based upon focus areas, our cluster has budgeted 6% towards the Upper Musconetcong (protection
only), 37% for the Lower-Middle Musconetcong (protection and restoration), 15% for the
Lopatcong (protection and restoration), 31% for the Paulins Kill (protection, restoration, and
stormwater) 7% for the Beaver Brook-Middle Pequest (protection only), and 5% outside of the
focus areas (complementary strategies only).
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Focus Areas
NEW JERSEY
HIGHLANDS
CLUSTER

Lower Middle
Musconetcong

Lopatcong

Paulins Kill

Association of
New Jersey
Environmental
Commissions

$ 24,704

$ 35,114

$ 14,764

Hunterdon
Land Trust

$ 39,425

$ 241,305

$ 24,097

$ 24,097

$ 76,706

$ 15,974

$ 61,512

$ 65,398

$ 14,419

$ 49,898

Musconetcong
Watershed
Association

Upper
Musconetcong

$ 24,098

New Jersey
Audubon
Society
New Jersey
Conservation
Foundation

$ 28,398

New Jersey
Highlands
Coalition
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$ 58,784

Beaver
Brook
Middle
Pequest

Outside
Focus Areas

$ 9,050

$ 24,097

$ 20,398

$ 9,398

$ 55,749
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Focus Areas
NEW JERSEY
HIGHLANDS
CLUSTER

Upper
Musconetcong

North Jersey
Resource
Conservation &
Development
The Land
Conservancy of
New Jersey

Lower Middle
Musconetcong

Lopatcong

$ 144,900

$ 97,634

$ 38,189

The Nature
Conservancy
Trout Unlimited

$

1,860

$

3,834

Wallkill River
Watershed
Management
Group
Subtotal:

Paulins Kill

Beaver
Brook
Middle
Pequest

$ 38,189

$ 38,189

$ 220,947

$ 24,200

$

Outside
Focus Areas

3,827

$ 84,897

$ 90,685

$ 594,298
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$ 106,884

$ 74,197

Our Cluster has identified $16,988,373 in matching funds to leverage the funding support from the
William Penn Foundation, a 12:1 match.

NEW JERSEY HIGHLANDS CLUSTER

Association of New Jersey Environmental Commissions
Hunterdon Land Trust

Other Funding Sources

$

111,005.00

$ 1,775,000.00

Musconetcong Watershed Association

$

707,400.00

New Jersey Audubon Society

$

248,000.00

New Jersey Conservation Foundation

$ 5,064,800.00

New Jersey Highlands Coalition

$

16,700.00

North Jersey Resource Conservation & Development

$ 1,932,750.00

The Land Conservancy of New Jersey

$ 3,000,000.00

The Nature Conservancy

$ 2,940,218.00

Trout Unlimited

$

500,000.00

Wallkill River Watershed Management Group

$

692,500.00

Subtotal:
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8. IMPLEMENTATION TIMELINE
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